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Would you, or most people you know at contra, want to attend a dance with these guidelines?

The Challenging Contra Dance Series is geared towards experienced dancers who enjoy more 
advanced choreography, as well as no walk through dances and the occasional odd formation. We 
feature some of the most adept callers and dynamic bands, and strive to foster an atmosphere of 
fun and satisfying dancing for the advanced-level contra community.

Is this the right dance for your skill level? Consider these criteria:

• You aren’t just familiar with the basic figures, you know them.
Can you dance a Square Through or Contra Corners without being taught? Do you understand the 
difference between a California Twirl, Box the Gnat, and Roll Away with a Half Sashay? Could you 
dance a Mad Robin or Pass the Ocean without a walk through? These figures will not be taught.
• You can explore variations of the basic figures without getting lost.
Can you execute a Hey on the diagonal with confidence? Have you successfully danced patterns 
in which you leave your minor set and your partner? Do you like being challenged with an unusual 
dance? Can you correct mistakes quickly and with a sense of humor?
• If you choose to dance the opposite role, you can do it right, without confusing the other dancers.
• You have proficient knowledge of squares, including corner positions, Heads and Sides, and the 
figure Grand Right and Left.
• You enjoy mini-medleys and no-walk through dances, mixed with squares, odd formations and 
more complicated contras in an evening. You expect to have to pay close attention to the caller.
If you are in doubt about the above criteria, you might get more enjoyment at other area dances.

Cliff Nomberg 
Sounds great, but you left out Grand Square.

Andrew Coate 
To explain why I’m asking, a friend of mine who has been dancing since she was 9 (she’s 32 now) 
asked if I wanted to go. I said I was nowhere near that level of dancer and she said “I don’t even 
know if I am, and I’ve been dancing for over 20 years!”
I find myself wondering how one gets to the “advanced” level if people who have been dancing 
most of their life don’t quite feel they are there. I also wonder, since I assume it’s self-selecting, what 
happens if someone tries it out and isn’t as good as the others. Are they kicked out? Tolerated? 
Asked to never return? Put on a wall of shame?

Cliff Nomberg 
“They don’t do it that way where I usually dance.”

Ken Panton 
End-effect navigation was left out!
The Dancing Fool weekends in Seattle resemble this, without the verbiage. Callers can, and do, toss 
anything and everything - except squares - at the dancers and they deal with it handily.
It relies on informal invitation to an extent and beginners are actively not encouraged to attend. 
Other dancers act as the gatekeepers. Having dancers who are not fluent would impair, seriously, 



the enjoyment of others. 
I don’t think you need all the words. Just be clear that beginners aren’t welcome, using other words 
if you like. “Of you have any doubts as to your contra-fluency, this is not the dance for you.” Link 
to a list of contra figures in wikipedia, for example, and state that you must know them all without 
instruction. 
Setting expectations is, I think, very important.
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Marc Ranzoni 
nerarly all “dance weekends” that I have attended follow that protocol. If you can do a dance week-
end, you can do this.

Mark Galipeau 
I LIVE FOR WEEKENDS LIKE THIS...Though I go to our local dance to have fun and build the joy 
of dancing within my own community. That said, the contra weekend I coordinate, is very beginner 
friendly.

Perry Shafran 
Challenging contra dances are very popular but there is some apprehension over them as well 
because they are by their very nature exclusive, which can be seen as going against the community 
and welcoming nature of contra dance. I’m of two minds over the whole thing - love to dance the 
challenging dances, worried about the community aspect of it.

Ken Panton 
It’s like any activity, Perry. As one gets better at it, one usually wishes to up the ante for more fun 
and improve even more. Contra is not unique in that regard.
The whole-community aspect is dealt with by special attention to:
1. welcoming new folks, and
2. making a path for new folks, and remaining hopeful for our perpetual beginners, that they might 
improve and join us in the rarefied air! lol
As I say, this applies to any activity (e.g. whitewater kayaking). Larger communities have the advan-
tage of larger numbers to readily support participation at various levels. Smaller communities need 
to make do.

Perry Shafran 
Contra is unique in the fact that is a community dance. I remember how excluded I felt from the 
community when the Sunday dance in DC was known as “the advanced dance” and that I’d better 
know my stuff before I go there. Later i learned that this truly was not the case and the organizers of 
this dance series went to great lengths to show that everyone is welcome regardless of skill level.

Jeff Myers 
Such a dance is meant to reward and reinforce the already-established community, not to recruit 
new members. This would be a special dance that newbies probably wouldn’t know about and 
probably not attend. I’d go.

Perry Shafran 
Well - I would as well. But to say that people are “not welcome” at our dance kind of bothers me. 
What we could do is welcome everybody but at least mention that the dances are challenging and 
they are welcome to try it. Or leave it up to them to not attend if they don’t feel up to par.



Jeff Myers 
So long as you are willing to refund their money.

Frank Griswold 
Seems kind of elitist and off puttng to me even though I qualify. I would expect to find “mid-line 
snobs” in abundance. I go to weekend camps for this kind of thing.

Penelope Z Weinberger 
As long as it’s self selecting (and this is a bit daunting - but not to me) I think it’s okay. I’m one of 
those folks who worked to let the community know that Sunday was NOT the advanced DC area 
dance, it is a good dance and it does get complex, that said, we throw a couple “challenge” dances 
a year, and that’s what we call them. The Old Farmers Ball has an absolutely disgusting policy for 
their advanced dance, just don’t do that.

Andrew Coate 
Do you have a link to the OFB policy, Penelope? I don’t see anything egregious on their website.

Penelope Z Weinberger 
They haze you when you get there. And send you away if they deem you not experienced enough. 
Perhaps I am referring to their practice more than their policy.

Penelope Z Weinberger right, they say not recommended, but they mean not allowed.

Chris Deephouse 
Without a policy, the Philadelphia Thursday contra ebbs and flows. Most dances are beginner 
friendly and we enjoy each others’ company at a relaxed pace. A couple times a year, we find our-
selves with few beginners, the band ups the tempo, and the callers smack us with three Cary Ravitz 
dances in the first set. It’s hard to legislate but thrilling when it happens.

Andrew Coate 
That’s what I was asking about who selects who is good enough and how is someone asked not to 
be there?

Penelope Z Weinberger 
The door polices it. I’m bitter, clearly, after having witnessed them turn away six dancers one night 
because four of them had not danced contra (they did other social dancing) and I was questioned 
about my ability at the door, when I said I hadn’t been there before (meaning the OFB advanced 
dance) the woman working the door hesitated to let me in until someone who knew me came 
and vouched, admittedly, I could have just said “yes, I know how to dance”... but it left me furious 
to have the organizers clucking and saying “we had to do that to preserve the dance” and “they 
should have read the flyer more closely”
It’s tricky, to be sure, we dance in a National park, we absolutely could not deny a person entry 
based on skill level.

Marty Albini 
As long as there are other opportunities for beginners to dance, sure. We have the MWSD world as 
a dire warning tho; this kind of culture can turn toxic.



Jane Gorbaty
The 2nd Thursday dance in Silver Spring MD starts with a workshop at 7pm, easier dances at 7:30 
pm and progresses to more difficult through the evening to 10pm. 
Held in our Civic Building (Montgomery county) as in Glen Echo Park. It is Free for first timers. 

Goals: It is also meant to be a community dance, to contribute to the local community and give sat-
isfying dances for all levels. It is co sponsored by a few organizations including Carpe Diem , Mont-
gomery County and FSGW. 
 
http://carpediemarts.org/CarpeDiemArts/Goals_%26_Activities.html

Goals / Scope of Activities

 (a)  to organize multi-day engagements with artists, taking advantage of block-booking and travel 
discounts, while also providing artists with an opportunity to work with diverse audiences: elementary, 
middle and high school students and teachers, special needs populations, at-risk youth, and seniors – 
culminating in public performances;
(b)    to produce concerts and special events at various venues, representing a broad range of cultural 
traditions and artistic disciplines;
(c)    to host community dances with live music and dance callers (contra, circle, square and Ceilidh 
dances);
(d)    to facilitate arts enrichment activities (workshops, master classes, residencies, after-school pro-
grams) for all ages and levels of ability, with both local and visiting artists – in the visual, literary and 
performing arts;
(e)    to produce choral arts residency projects with master composers and recording artists working 
with school and community choirs, culminating in major public performances -- as well as a monthly 
community sing, with guest artists/song leaders;
(f)    to provide summer arts camp experiences for children and youth, and weekend retreats for adults 
and families, with opportunities to work closely with professional teaching artists;
(g)    to host artist retreats on Maryland’s Eastern Shore, and organize an informal network of property 
owners willing to share their guest houses with artists seeking opportunities to create new work in the 
visual, literary and performing arts;
(h)   to launch “JUMP START WITH THE ARTS” -- to promote and facilitate the integration of the arts 
in early childhood education, while also providing opportunities for preschool teachers to train with 
master teaching artists in how to incorporate the arts into their everyday classroom activities. 
(i)    to bring the “Hoop and Holler for Health” project into area schools to educate children about 
the importance of health and nutrition, physical fitness and exercise, with the goal of reducing the 
dramatic rise in obesity, diabetes and other associated diseases, and mounting healthcare costs.  The 
project involves outstanding professional teaching artists: musicians, dancers, storytellers, theater 
companies with dynamic and engaging programs to convey the “Let’s Move” message (www.Lets-
Move.gov), along with nutrition workshops, cooking classes, and school garden projects.
(j)   to partner with other area non-profits to produce fundraising events, showcases, festivals, summer 
arts institutes, and other cultural offerings ~ celebrating the arts and building strong living-learning 
communities. 

Andrew Coate 
Penelope, that kind of thing would make me never return to that dance, even if I was an advanced 
dancer. Yuck! I’m sorry you had to deal with that.



Mark Galipeau 
Remember dance communities are changeable beasts. If you had a bad experience, try it again in a 
few years.

Darinda Huntley 
There was a time when I would have felt comfortable doing an advanced dance... Now? Nope. Been 
way from Contra now most of 3 years, due to geography not lack of desire, I’d need to get back 
into the swing of things. Pun intended.

Tina Fields 
I like clarity about expectations. As a caller, it’s a pain to create a program for a dance booked as a 
Zesty (criteria like you list here) and then have organizers turn around and encourage first-timers to 
come anyway. That pretty much ensures they won’t feel comfortable and likely won’t return, or that 
the program must be simplified and therefore the experienced dancers won’t get to have many of 
the cooler complex dances as originally planned. So I like the idea you present, if your community is 
large enough to hold both kinds. The last line comes off as sort of snooty to me though: “If you are 
in doubt about the above criteria, you might get more enjoyment at other area dances.” I suggest 
instead something like, You can easily gain the above skills by attending our regular area contra-
dances, which include a free lesson beforehand and are held every...(recurring days/times). A posi-
tive pull for them instead of a denying.

Tina Fields 
PS - and I sure wouldn’t turn anybody away who showed up at the door like Penelope experienced! 
Horrible. Have visions of official guards now: “Show me your contra credentials...”

Jeff Myers 
On Valentine’s Day, Renate and I went to a dance billed as “advanced” only to find that there was 
a higher percentage of beginners than at any dance I’ve been to in a long time. So, there was the 
poor caller trying to get through dances that were way too difficult for what turned out to be the 
crowd. Quite unenjoyable!

Ken Panton 
I wonder how those communities with >1 weekly dance and where one dance is de facto begin-
ner-oriented and the other recognized as more advanced actually gets that word out. (And the more 
beginner-oriented night had a line-up... like a popular night club! Maybe still does Tom Wimmer? )

Vicki Myers 
I would go. I like beginners, but sometimes it’s nice to dance something a little more challenging/
advanced, and you can’t do that with beginners.

Perry Shafran 
The issue I have is with dances who have separate beginner-oriented and advanced dances is guess 
where most of the experienced dancers choose to go to? Leaving those at the beginner-oriented 
dance with few experienced dancers to learn from.

Tina Fields 
Perry, I hear you. Into areas I’ve lived, it has worked well to have a regular dance every week (or 
more) and an advanced one only once per month. That way, most of the experienced dancers want 
to go to all of them.



Rachel Bereson Lachow 
Actually, I would want to attend. It works be a nice change!

Lloyd Lachow 
The gnats are really more comfortable in bags.

Ken Panton 
Perry, somewhere along the way you have to have faith in the community to sort it out so that, as 
much as possible, every member of the community can get what they need or desire from danc-
ing. My home community has two dances a month. We can’t, obviously, partition off one dance for 
advanced only; we wouldn’t be around long. Everyone is welcome at every dance and we make do 
with a sizable crowd of new folk at every dance (varies from 10-40%). 
Those of us who pine for those “great dances” have to travel for weekend here and there. 
Seattle, on the other hand - a community I know well - has two dances every week with other danc-
es around greater Seattle regularly. They can afford to have a Thursday night dance that is primarily 
attended by experienced dancers, and a Friday night dance that has many beginners AND many 
experienced as well. Some people like to attend two dances a week (go figure!) and the feel of the 
two is quite different, even though they often have the same band/caller play both evenings. As 
mentioned previously, the Friday night dance - “beginner” dance - hall was full by the 1st or 2nd 
dance. And their dance weekends are amazing, aren’t they, Meg Wilkinson?!
If only we could all have that large a contra community (and the dedicated souls (soles? haha) that 
support and organize the dances.

Gary Gengo 
I have regularly attended the Challenging Contra Dances in Concord. I do enjoy getting to dance 
some very complex and interesting dances. We are lucky that there are so many dances that we can 
go to. In Concord alone, there are regular dances two nights a week year-round. I do enjoy both re,.
gular and Challenging Dances
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Jeff Myers 
I guess I wouldn’t like a weekly dance for experienced dancers only (I remember bringing new-
bies--with disastrous results--to the Sunday dance at Glen Echo years ago), but the occasional 
Contrastock (not, I believe, billed as a dance for experienced dancers only, but attended by mostly 
experienced dancers) is a lot of fun.

Lynn Ungar 
Our local dance has a regular, everyone come try it, dance every fourth Sunday, and a “zesty” dance 
whenever there is a fifth Sunday. No one is turned away, but there is no beginner lesson, and the 
expectation is that the dances will be more challenging. Seems to work fine. Sometimes beginners 
show up to a zesty, but if the vast majority of dancers are experienced it works out.

Perry Shafran 
I have seen my fair share of new dancers being invited to dance weekends, where the dances are 
generally a bit more challenging than regular dances. We are going to have to deal with this I think 
if we are to be an inviting and welcoming dance form. We have to graciously guide them through. 
Having exclusive dance events where you toss beginners out the door just doesn’t sit right with me. 
But I have absolutely zero problems having an evening of challenging dances.



Jeff Myers 
Larry, where is that?

Bob Isaacs 
If this post refers to the First Friday Experienced Dance in Concord, Ma, keep in mind there are at 
least two other dances in that location every week where dancers of all levels are welcome. So hav-
ing one dance a month geared towards experienced dancers is not all that exclusive. I’ve had the 
privilege of calling at this series for a few years now, and those guidelines are a fair representaion of 
the kind of dances one should expect to be called.

Les Addison 
This particular set of guidelines are unlikely to work in CA, as there aren’t enough dancers who 
know contras well and squares adequately. As organizer of Contra College, I found it very difficult 
to figure out how to explain “advanced” to people in a way that made them get it-- and I tended to 
set my sights somewhat lower. I would, however, drive 1 to 2 hours in order to attend this dance.

Perry Shafran 
Bob - as long as people aren’t turned away at the door, as Penelope alluded to earlier with another 
series, then that is fine. No dance is “exclusive” if all are welcome.

George Mercer 
I love advanced dances. I also love dances that welcome and integrate the inexperienced,

Robert Coren 
I recognize this “document”, and I’d point out that the series in question is a monthly event, held at 
a location that also runs two weekly series that are open to all levels. I have no idea if they turn peo-
ple away at the door (I doubt it), but I think this is an effort to make sure that the people who attend 
the series actually enjoy it.
That said, I think the “guidelines” are a bit heavy-handed and over-specific. I myself am one of the 
organizers of another dance series that has two or three “advanced” sessions a year, and I try to in-
dicate in my announcements for those events that “advanced” is a relative term, and you don’t have 
to be a hot-shot dancer with decades of experience to be welcome.

Ruth Evans 
I have to admit to being taken aback when those guidelines showed up in my in-box recently; I had 
to run through the moves in my head and see if I knew them all! After 40 years of contra dancing, 
I’ve never hesitated to go to an experienced dance, and I’ve never seen anyone questioned about 
experience levels (dreadful idea!). But I do have to wonder what prompted the switch from some-
thing more generic to those overly specific “requirements.” Were people bemoaning the presence 
of a few “unqualified” dancers?
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Sol Lederman 
I could attend your dance after two years of contra dancing but largely because I attended 10 dance 
camps my first year and that got me pretty solid on a number of the less common figures. My local 
community doesn’t do contra corners or squares very often and that’s probably the case in other 
communities. But, I’m not sure I’d want to attend a dance where I felt pressure to perform. New 
Mexico has a couple of dance camps a year and that’s where I get my hit of harder dances. And, 
fortunately I can afford to travel to weekends out-of-state if I want more hard dance experiences.



Katie Donis Olmstead 
I have only glanced at your responses, but mine is “yes.” I would love to go to this dance. And no, 
we don’t turn anyone away at the door of our Challenging Contras in Greenfield. There are always 
a very small number of beginners. Maybe it is someone’s out of town cousin visiting or a new boy-
friend. They get folded in just fine. How soon is someone “qualified” to come to a dance like this? 
Someone who has dance training or has done other kinds of dance, and learns quickly, he or she 
might be fine after a half dozen regular contra dances. Someone else, maybe never gets to this 
comfort level.

Penelope Z Weinberger 
Also, to answer the question, yes, I would go to this dance, but I would also (if on the board) sug-
gest the guidelines be rewritten. As follows:
The Challenging Contra Dance Series is geared towards experienced dancers who enjoy more 
advanced choreography, as well as no walk through dances and the occasional odd formation. We 
feature some of the most adept callers and dynamic bands, and strive to foster an atmosphere of 
fun and satisfying dancing for the advanced-level contra community.
Is this the right dance for your skill level? Consider these criteria:
• You can dance a Square Through or Contra Corners without being taught. You are familiar with a 
California Twirl, Box the Gnat, and Roll Away with a Half Sashay.You can dance a Mad Robin or Pass 
the Ocean without a walk through. These figures will not be taught.
• You can explore variations of the basic figures without getting lost.
You can execute a Hey on the diagonal with confidence,You have successfully danced patterns in 
which you leave your minor set and your partner. You like being challenged with an unusual dance.
You can correct mistakes quickly and with a sense of humor.
• If you choose to dance the opposite role, you can do it without confusing the other dancers.
• You have sufficient knowledge of squares, including corner positions, Heads and Sides, and the 
figure Grand Right and Left.
• You enjoy mini-medleys and no-walk through dances, mixed with squares, odd formations and 
more complicated contras in an evening. You expect to have to pay close attention to the caller.
If you are in doubt about the above criteria, you might get more enjoyment at other area dances.

Penelope Z Weinberger 
So as I edited it, I figured out what I find problematic. A list of “criteria” presented as questions, it is 
both ungrammatical and confronting. Some of the verbiage is too much. Feel free to use my sug-
gestions.
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Bryan Randolph Bruns 
Advertise it as challenging, advanced, or whatever, but don’t get too detailed, and don’t be obses-
sive about no-walk-throughs, let the caller judge and adjust. Reality check: The Orange Blossom Ball 
explicitly set high expectations, but what I saw this year was enough people who weren’t at that 
level, (including invitees of experienced dancers), so that quick walk-throughs made things go much 
better. And I’ve seen the same situation even for “challenging contra” sessions at dance weekends.

G Campbell Kaynor 
Personally, I am vehemently opposed to exclusive contradances. They give contra a bad name 
(something square dancing has suffered the consequences of for years). The criteria above are 
moves that a good caller can teach novices in a matter of minutes. Largely what makes a dance 
challenging or not has little to do with the skill of the dancer and everything to do with the skill of 



the caller (or lack thereof). I also find that generally new-comers are unencumbered with habits so 
they struggle less with the variations on familiar figures. The reasons one might attend a “challeng-
ing contras” event that I can think of (e.g., less time teaching=more dancing, more experience=few-
er trainwrecks in the set, more advanced dancers=more challenging choreography) are all better 
addressed through the calling than exclusivity directed at the public. The one thing that is not - the 
nuances such as the perfect moment to give weight - are not easy to prescreen. There is no ques-
tion that it feels wonderful to dance a whole evening with people who give the right weight at the 
right time, who all know how to swing in ways that you enjoy, who can embellish without disrupting 
the flow, who can encompass changes in the figures on the fly, etc but these criteria not addressed 
in the list above, and I question whether it is worth the damage to genre. I would rather find that 
kind of enjoyment at a dance camp or dawn dance where the participants have time to develop this 
synchrony than by turning away potential new recruits for the sake of artificially trying to recreate 
that synchrony.

Donna Hebert 
I’m kinda with Cammy on this one. I’d err on the side of under-defining it. Tony Parkes and I ran an 
advanced contra on Sunday nights in the early 80s at the Scout House. We weren’t definitive about 
what that meant (on purpose), except for ‘no walk throughs’. People are even more sensitive these 
days about feeling excluded and it’s a bad vibe to send out if you want to build an audience and a 
community. I’m an old fart fiddler and producer, but that’s my two cents. And speaking of old farts 
we wish were still around, why not ask yourself this: What would Bob McQuillen say?

Bruce Bailey 
I have been to a few contra dance weekends where for whatever reason there were almost no be-
ginners. The dance was composed of advanced dancers. I enjoyed the dances immensely and see 
a desire to have dances like this. We only have a local dance once a month, although there are two 
other local dances within an hours drive. This configuration pretty much ensures we must be con-
stantly seeking beginners to our dances. This makes all three area dances geared towards very sim-
ple dances, usually with only last 2-3 dances of the evening a bit more complicated. It’s why I enjoy 
going to weekends, as the skill level is usually much more advanced, and thus more fun. Andrew , I 
like your idea of no beginners at an advanced dance.

Barbara C. Lubell 
Sounds kind of snotty. Even ‘tho we all like a good dance where the gaffes are few.

Bryan Randolph Bruns 
So, even more important than usual to include the reminder “We’re all here to have fun.” And may-
be to go ahead and be provocative and designate a “chaos line” where flourishes, swapping, etc. 
are expected and encouraged, with a proper attitude of playfulness about enjoying the attendant 
mistakes, confusion, and recovery when they do happen 

Mary Beth Boyle 
I’m with Cammy G Campbell Kaynor and I miss having you on the dance floor. I’m thinking of the 
‘80s and 90’s!

Andrew Coate 
These are not my guidelines and not a dance I coordinate or attend (explained in my first comment).



Barbara C. Lubell 
These discussions are why, according to caller Paul Rosenberg, the easier “Community Dances” are 
attracting more people, newbies, than regular contras these days, at least in smaller upstate NY 
dances.

Ralph Sturgen 
If the intent is that no skilled dancer shall have to deal with an unskilled one, such a caution as this is 
needed because the unskilled may otherwise think that their three evenings of dancing are enough 
to qualify them for an “experienced only” dance.
However, Cammy pretty well summed up my feelings. If you must have them, please have them as 
an additional dance as they do at the Scout House. Do not shut people out of a “regular” communi-
ty dance.

Ruth Evans 
Frankly, short of incessant train wrecks in every set, I find a decent caller and the energy level of the 
band are the best predictors of a good time, not how tricky the dances are.
I might also mention that I used to regularly tell competitive ballroom dancers who bemoaned the 
difficulty of luring in new dancers: “If you just think more people should dance, tell them to try con-
tra dancing which is much more novice friendly.” Perhaps I should be telling contra dancers: “If your 
goal is being challenged, try competitive ballroom!” 

Ralph Sturgen 
Or, as has been wisely said: “If you want a challenge, get a new dancer down the hall.”

Ralph Sturgen 
We are fairly obviously playing “Democrats and Republicans” here. Some wish to sometimes escape 
the vagaries of new dancers and others relish those vagaries. I rather doubt that we shall convince 
each other.

Andrew Stout 
It’s worth noting that these guidelines (from the Concord First Friday Challenging dance, which I 
greatly enjoy) have recently been revised to end with an explicit guideline that rudeness (I.e., to-
ward a less-experienced dancer) is not appropriate.

Ralph Sturgen 
So, to return to the original question: Some would go to that dance and others would not. I often 
do not. This creates a dilemma for me. Now that one of our “regular” dances at Greenfield has 
been transformed into a challenging dance, shall I go? (Philosophical objection vs. dancing when I’m 
used to dancing.) Most of the time, I probably will but I’ll feel guilty and a bit perturbed that I was 
forced to make such a choice.

Ruth Evans 
Whether I go to a dance (experienced or beginner or some other genre entirely) is based almost en-
tirely on how it lines up with my work schedule. I no longer have the energy and my job is too phys-
ical to mix the two. Hence, I hardly ever contra dance anymore because the nearby Concord dances 
are all on weeknights; NEFFA and vacation days are the exception.
I guess that sounds rather bitter. My point is, I go dancing to dance. If the music is live, the floor is 
good, and at least half the people know what they’re doing, I don’t care how the dance is “rated.” 
As long as I have the energy to bring something positive to the floor, I’m good to go!



Walker Sloan 
Consider the definitions of “regular” and “occasional”. Both Greenfield MA and Concord MA have 
ONE experienced or advanced or challenging dance per month. This is contrasted to TWO dances 
per week (on average) at these two venues. Newbies are the lifeblood of the activity. Experienced 
dancers almost always pay it forward. We were ALL newbies once. Rewarding experienced danc-
ers once a month for all the community building they do at the other eight or nine dances a month 
strikes me as a fair balance. 
Rudeness is NOT a contra community cultural value -- on the floor or at the door. Those who prac-
tice it need speaking to, and if necessary, asked to leave, regardless of their experience level.

Katie Donis Olmstead 
Thanks, Mac. That says it for me, too.

Ralph Sturgen 
But, Mac, in Concord, it is a “third” dance of the week. In Greenfield, the “challenging” dance has 
co-opted one of the two “regular” dances that week.

Andrew Tannenbaum 
Mac, you say “ Rudeness is NOT a contra community cultural value.” That may be your aspiration, 
but I find the Thursday Concord fireplace set to be rude, plain and simple. The notion of “rewarding 
experienced contra dances for their community building” strikes me as absurd in the case of the 
Concord dance community. Community building is its own reward, you don’t have to reward com-
munity builders with a segregated dance.

Walker Sloan 
Ralph, absolutely correct. At 4.3 weeks/mo, Concord has challenging dances 10.4% of the time, 
while in Greenfield, it’s 11.6% of the time.

Ron T Blechner 
I’ve been thinking about this thread a couple of days, and here are my questions revolve around 
that there appears to be two “experienced dance” definitions:
1. “an experienced dance where some new people may attend” 
2. “a dance open to experienced dancers only”
Questions:
- What do each say about the values of the dancers / organizers?
- What are the trade-offs for having one over the other?
- In an exclusive dance, if an experienced dancer doesn’t “do well”, are they asked not to return? 
Who judges this? Is it just brand new dancers that are turned away?
- What are the responsibilities of the organizers in advertising to minimize new people showing up, 
when they would not show up if it were clear it were an experienced dance?
- Does the night of the week affect this? For example, Concord has the advanced dance on a Friday, 
and there are no other Friday non-experienced dances.

Walker Sloan 
Andy, it certainly saddens me to hear that as your point of view. In contrast to it, I’ve seen the fire-
place set crashed alla time by non-young, non-cool hip dancers. And in response to caller requests, 
I’ve seen multiple hands 4 move from the fireplace set to other sets. It seems to me that characteriz-
ing an entire set of 10-12 hands 4 as “rude, plain and simple” is inaccurate. The sets do tend to sort 
by energy levels, but some folks at both ends of the energy spectrum welcome this.



Tony Parkes 
Andy: WHAT Concord dance community? There hasn’t been one in years, if there ever was. I’m not 
saying everyone who dances at the Scout House is rude, but the dances are too big to be cohesive. 
Whether a newbie is made to feel welcome depends heavily on how intro/extroverted s/he is and 
whether s/he already knows some of the regulars.
Mac: As soon as each number ends, the fireplace set immediately fills its space top to bottom. 
Good luck crashing it. And as a caller, I’ve begged foursomes from the other sets to move to the 
right-hand set (by default the lowest-energy one), usually in vain.
If there’s an official effort at any of the Concord dances to build community, I’m not aware of it.

Perry Shafran 
Personally I have felt that if you are a caller that can teach figures well, you CAN teach more intri-
cate figures to a dance population that has a fair number of beginners. Cammy is right on that mark. 
Now of course callers have to know who’s on the floor. Lots of new dancers with only a few experi-
enced dancers and you call mainly simple dances with one or two moderate dancers if they are up 
to it. About 50/50 and I am kind of able to get a few challenging dances in there if taught properly. 
Dances with one or two newbies and I feel that the new dancers there can get through the dances 
with the good grace of the experienced community. What really puts me off is the notion that nights 
of challenging dances are a “reward” for dancing with newbies. Like others on this thread, I find it 
reward enough just to dance. The only way that we get what some folks REALLY want is to turn peo-
ple away at the door if they are not “good enough”. And there are plenty of experienced dancers 
who have a hard time keeping up with challenging figures. Is that the spirit of a community dance 
like contra? 
All that said I love challenging contra dances, and I also like Penelope’s description of what that 
really means. I have no problem with telling people what that means and having people make their 
own choices. And we as a community need to guide the new dancers through. 
BTW - I also don’t think that challenging dances should only be relegated to dance weekends. 
Weekends pose a challenge for some people to access - there is expense involved, a time committ-
ment, and travel. I’d rather have these dances be accessible to people as occasional evenings of 
challenging dances.

Tony Parkes 
As for the set of guidelines that started this thread: Who decides which moves an experienced 
contra dancer has to know? As new moves are added, are old ones dropped? Or does the list keep 
growing? Around 1970, MWSD got to the point where they had to publish “official” lists of what 
people were expected to know. How do we avoid that in contra dancing? Or do we want to avoid 
it?

Carl Levine 
Contra dancing is one of the most accessible, beginner-welcoming forms of social dancing - not only 
because almost all dances are open to beginners, but also because, unlike couple dancing, there 
are usually experienced dancers around you that can help you navigate a dance. Most of us love 
this, and the community feel associated with contra dancing. I for one, however, see nothing wrong 
in offering a limited number of experienced dances for experienced dancers. I do not view this as 
a “reward” for community building the rest of the time, but as a fun opportunity to dance a a level 
which otherwise would not be possible. Many experienced dancers, nice people who are welcoming 
and kind to beginners, drop out of contra dancing because it is a relatively easy dance form, most 
of the time, and can get a little boring without new challenges. Experienced dances can keep con-
tra dancing “fresh” for experienced dancers in a way that encourages them to stay within the com-
munity and continue going to the regular, everyone welcome, weekly dances. Of course, rudeness 



and elitism are always wrong, but I do not believe that dancing from time to time with experienced 
dancers at a higher level necessarily entails elitism. I suspect the detailed Concord list of required 
skills is a result of dancers coming, often those of have been dancing for a long time, who do not 
have the required skill set for these dances. If you simply say “experienced,” with no additional 
guidance, many dancers who are experienced, but not necessarily skilled, show up. The weekly ECD 
in NYC, which all are welcome to, for the first 30 minutes has an advanced dance (2-3 dances), and 
a workshop for less experienced dancers. There is a list of competencies and figures, and dancers 
who are not at the defined level are asked to spend the first 30 minutes in the workshop. I think this 
is OK, though heavy-handed enforcement is not.

Janet Scudder 
My husband used to call these the “You’re Probably Not Good Enough So Don’t Even Think About 
It” kind of dances. It is one thing to say, “Experienced Dance - limited walk-throughs” It is quite 
another to go on for 6 paragraphs (with bullet points!) God love you Tony. I remember being at a 
couple of dances where Lisa Greenleaf refused to even start calling until the “fireplace set” (aka: 
The “we-only-dance-with-our-own” set) let others in, or broke up their massive line and danced 
with middle (“old people”) or, (god forbid!) the far (newbs and outcasts) set. “I can wait all night, 
children.” She said, with a serene smile. And she waited. I think it took 10 minutes, but eventually a 
handful of them moved.
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Sarah Roberts 
I don’t live in the area, but I’d probably love the dancing. However, I remember reading in one book 
on contra dance calling that MWSD happened because experienced dancers took over. I interpret 
that to mean that the values changed to prioritize complicated over flow, rhythm, phrase, music and 
accessibility. I’d hate to have that happen to contra dance. I like the compromise in which we have 
the occasional afternoon experienced only dance, with an evening dance open to all. Maybe your 
experienced only series could require dancers to dance regularly at a contra dance that’s open to 
all.

Ron T Blechner 
Sarah Roberts raises a point I haven’t seen mentioned yet.
Knowledge of the mechanics of moves are one thing; do things like flow, timing, awareness, and 
safety get evaluated / asked about?
I know “experienced” dancers too busy with their swing time to be on time to the next move, and 
that’s as/more disruptive than a newbie who can’t hey perfectly.

Perry Shafran 
Excellent point about flow and timing! That’s why there was the a saying some time ago about “ad-
vanced dancers” vs. “hot shot dancers”.

Tony Parkes 
Ron: I assume that organizers of advanced dances focus on moves because they’re more objectively 
quantifiable -- either you know them or you don’t. I would hope that flow, timing, awareness, safety, 
etc. are addressed during the advanced dances. Many dancers know the moves but not *how* to 
move; it would be foolish to think that they don’t need help or that there’s nothing that can be done 
to help them at an event aimed at them.



Ron T Blechner 
Tony Parkes, indeed. I agree with your assessment. As I understand, MWSD clubs evaluate these 
things before offering membership; that’s how they handle it.
So the follow-up would be: Is it *necessary* to tie the two together, if an advanced dance is choos-
ing to be exclusive? If you’re excluding people for moves, should you exclude people for other 
problematic things? being late, unsafe, creepy, or unfriendly?
As long as we’re comparing MWSD clubs, can someone tell me whether the dancers at those clubs 
care about which squares they group up with? With who they dance with?

Tony Parkes 
Ron: It varies considerably by club. Tech Squares at MIT, by all accounts, is particularly welcoming 
and non-cliquish.
At the “top” of the MWSD food chain (meaning the clubs that use the greatest number of moves), 
it’s pretty standard practice to assign people to squares using a computer. That way, the less ept 
dancers get moved around, so no one has to dance with them the whole time and they might pick 
up good habits. (I think that in at least some such clubs there are also a few “tips” [10-minute sets] 
where people can square up according to their own preference.)
Obviously, someone more current in MWSD may have better info.

Ruth Evans 
How about a guideline that says you have to know how to amuse yourself politely and enjoy the 
music while inactive?  That used to be a mark of a good dancer back when I started!

Robert Coren 
I’d be interested to hear or read from the horse’s mouth what the actual motivation was to publish 
these “guidelines” now for a series that has been going on for a number of years.

Robert Coren 
An anecdote about the Concord “fireplace set issue”: A certain caller, a few years ago, announced 
a 4-facing-4 dance, and dancers lined up in two more or less equal lines of four. The caller then 
said, “I’ve changed my mind, let’s do something else,” and split each line into two (now necessarily 
equal) sets. But of course this only works once.
(And in case anyone is wondering, I had a conversation with the caller in question some months 
later, in which it was confirmed that the trick was deliberate.)

Bob Isaacs 
Another “fireplace” anecdote; a couple of years ago I set up a grid square, and then commented 
“This way everyone is in the fireplace set!” It went over like a lead balloon, and I won’t use that 
comment again. To me, the fireplace set is the most exclusive part of the Concord scene, not the 
aforementioned guidelines.

David Kaynor 
Would I want to attend a dance with these guidelines? If it were a public dance, no (I believe a pri-
vate party to be a different matter). Would most people I know in the contra scene want to attend a 
dance with these guidelines? Probably.

Gwyn P. Williams 
Way too detailed and thus off-putting with too strong a hint of exclusionism. I am quite happy with 
“experienced contra”, which is much less offensive.



Donald Parkhurst 
Back in early 70’s when everyone knew all the “chestnuts” a way to satisfy the experience dancers 
for one contra a specific caller would tell the band to play a tune. The dancers in line would have to 
recognize the tune figure what dance went with it and start dancing w/o any prompts. This seemed 
to satisfy us. Didn’t happen very often (do you remember these Ruth)

Ruth Evans 
I think I remember that happening a few times. Things were a bit wilder back then! 

Ruth Evans
Getting back to the original topic, it was mentioned that listing specific moves would weed out 
dancers who’d been in the scene for quite awhile but still lacked some basic skills. Personally, that 
sounds particularly cruel to me. I’d still go to the dance if it was convenient for me, but I’m with 
Gwyn that I’d prefer it was just called an “experienced contra” and risk dealing with a bit of less-
than-perfect dancing.

Edward Wjw 
Yes, I’ve been to that advanced series and I love it! It is a great community dance in that everyone 
there is happy to be present and dancing with each other. The music, the calling, the dancing are 
top-notch, making it extremely satisfying. No-one is turned away, but the less experienced are be-
wildered. The organizers of this series also organize other dances open to everyone and are person-
ally welcoming to beginners. 
This advanced dance works because there are many other places to dance in a large regional eco-
system, including community dances, beginner-friendly dances, mixed-level dances, open band 
dances, college dances, etc etc. If it were the only dance in town, I would not be happy - where 
could I take my parents/non-dancing friends? If every contra dance were like this the entire scene 
would disappear up its own backside.
The lesson I draw is that those looking for community and those looking for peak dance experienc-
es, should be aligned: grow your community, invite new participants and make all comers feel wel-
come, gently improve your own dancing and even more gently encourage good dancing in those 
around you, build links between dances. The beginners we welcome today are the future’s great 
dancers, we want to model good dancing and considerate behaivour, and for them to be as wel-
coming in their turn as we are to them. If only I lived up to these ideals!
Aside: I wish there were more variety in taste, that as many people wanted to go toTony’s first Satur-
day squares as do the first Friday advanced dance.
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Sarah Roberts 
Once a very slow dancer showed up at an experienced only dance, claiming to be experienced 
because she had danced several months. It was useful to have a list of requirements posted on the 
website to show her. She threatened to sue, but never did.

Andrew Coate 
Was she kicked out or asked to not return or what? How did that conversation happen?

Katie Donis Olmstead 
As no one is ever turned away from our challenging contras in Greenfield, if someone dances the 
night and has a hard time keeping up, he or she might decide to not come back until more experi-
enced. Or they just get on a quick learning curve and do just fine. It’s all good.



Roy Simmons III 
While I would enjoy a dance like this I do not see how it builds the community,,,

Will Loving 
I started and run the new Greenfield 4th Friday Challenging Contras series. I also started and man-
age the 4 year old Downtown Amherst weekly series which was conceived of as “a friendly and wel-
coming initial point of contact for new dancers” which it has in fact become. I think there is a place 
for Challenging contras dances, but I find the specificity of the list Andrew posted to be exactly the 
wrong way to go about it. Here’s is how we advertise it as borrowed with permission from the Con-
cord series, very simple and straightforward.
The dances in this series are open to anyone but will be geared toward experienced dancers. “Ex-
perienced” means:
• You know how to do a roll away, California twirl, pass through to a wave, contra corners, and the 
basic moves without being taught
• You know where to be at the start of each dance phrase and how to recover from a lapse
• You assist your partner and neighbor to the next move
• You execute flourishes safely and on time without disturbing others

Anyone who comes in the door is welcome but we ask them to identify themselves if they are new 
so we can make sure they understand what they are getting into and can find them a willing experi-
enced dancer to dance with.

Will Loving 
The sign at the door, in addition to the above list says:
What to expect? New moves, unusual choreography, no-walk through dances, medleys...plus great 
music and a great time?

New to contra but still want to jump in? Welcome!
• Make sure you’re dancing with an experienced dancer (rather than another new person)
• Let your partners and other dancers know you’re new and could use some guidance tonight. 
We’re very friendly and happy to help out and you’ll do fine.
This is a fragrance-free and substance-free event.
For the benefit of all our dancers please avoid fragrances or attending while high.

Katie Donis Olmstead 
And.... every person I have seen at the Greenfield dance appears to be blissed out. There is value in 
that.

Will Quale 
Will Loving, that sounds like an effective, welcoming way to do it. (Which, coming from you, is no 
surprise. You do us all a wonderful service in the way you’ve created and run dance series, and in 
the way you share your thoughts and actions that have led to your successes.)

Sol Lederman 
Will Loving - Great wording! I would come to your dance based on that description.

Will Loving 
the wording of the last line on the actual sign is not related to Challenging Contras of course but it’s 
come up a few times recently so I needed to make the “substance-free” part a bit more pointed.



Marty Albini 
At our regular dances we ask people to self-identify as beginner, intermediate, or advanced via col-
or-coded name tags. Experienced dancers are asked to partner with beginners and vice-versa, but 
we don’t have a sign encouraging this. Not a bad idea.
We’ve found that it’s sometimes easier to get beginners on the floor if they bring a partner they’re 
comfortable with, even if that means the learning curve will be longer for both. Dancing badly beats 
too intimidated to dance at all.

Bryan Randolph Bruns 
Substance-free, aside from all the self-generated endorphins, dopamine, oxytocin, etc.  But I agree 
with the policy, and it’s a welcoming sign

Don Veino 
Tony Parkes, during my period of involvement with the Monday Contras dance at the Concord 
Scout House I’ve been making a concerted effort to build community. We’re striving to be welcom-
ing to new talent and foster new dancers’ participation. We encourage socializing and conversations 
during the break and even hosted a special free dance this Winter as a “thank you” to our commu-
nity. Curiously enough, the “fireplace set” seldom manifests at our events and many of its traditional 
members spread out across the lines at our dance. We’re a curious mix as one of only two weekly 
“community” dances I know of. http://mondaycontras.com
Home - MondayContras.com
Walk-through instructions for all dances! Beginners and singles welcome!  Please bring a clean pair 
of soft-soled shoes to...
MONDAYCONTRAS.COM

Mark Awk 
I’ve enjoyed the Challenging Contras (previously Experienced Contras) in Concord for many years. 
They don’t challenge the dancers as much as the callers, who need a deep understanding of idioms, 
patterns, and expectations. They are an opportunity for us as experienced dancers to enjoy a level 
of complexity for which we have to turn off the automatic pilot and pay attention. For me, at least, 
it helps me to empathize even more deeply with beginners, because at some level of difficulty we’re 
all still beginners. Grid squares, triple progressions, diagonal heys, men’s chains. What fun!

Katie Donis Olmstead 
While I enjoy the mental challenge that you write about, Mark, I also enjoy patterns where I can turn 
off my brain and experience flow. With a shared basic level of ability, this can happen, and that is 
just bliss. It was in part because of my nudging that we have the new 4th Friday series in Greenfield, 
and I am unapologetic about wanting to have the fun of once a month challenging contras. Love 
it sooo much. Come on out and join us, you folks in eastern MA. We will probably thaw out before 
you.

Peggy Craft Yes.

Will Loving 
George Marshall called for our Feb Challenging dance and by the end I had decided it should be 
called “the night of insidious little dances”. We would do the walk-through and I would think, “this 
is so easy...how is this “challenging?” but by the third time through I thought, “oh my god”, I cannot 
keep this straight!” It was a beautifully planned and executed, and quite the subversive program.



Katie Donis Olmstead 
Ohhh, I thought something like that, too. What seemed simple was deliciously tricky. I was happy in 
brain and soul, let alone, body.

Robert Coren 
One important point -- which some have alluded to -- is that there’s a place for both all-inclusive, 
beginner-welcoming dances that help build the wider community and spread the joy of contra to 
as many people as possible *and* occasional dances at which experienced dancers can enjoy being 
challenged without having to worry about whether the other people on the floor can hack it.

G Campbell Kaynor 
As I stated above, I am mostly concerned about the “image” it gives contra to announce a public 
dance that is for experienced dancers. I have spent most of my life convincing people that contra 
dancing is something you DON’T need prior experience to do and no matter how many helpful 
comments like the one that Will pointed out on the Greenfield poster, the words that stick in the 
minds of most newcomers are “challenging” and “experience levels.” As David said, in private 
parties or at a dance weekend or some other setting where the average contra novice is unlikely 
to draw an opinion based on that posting, one can enjoy the pleasures so beautifully described on 
many of the comments in a powerful way and I would eagerly attend. But announcing it as a public 
dance will always bear with it the risk that one is reinforcing preconceived notions many newcomers 
have, that contra dancing is something you need to know how to do before you just show up at a 
dance (and all the other dogma that accompanies that perception). On the other hand, maybe this 
is a step in the evolution of contra towards that image I keep fighting and I should just accept it? 
For now I will steer clear of dances that I feel damage the image of contra as an all-inclusive activity.

Katie Donis Olmstead 
First, Robert, when I had the notion that I wanted to see challenging contras return to Greenfield, 
one of the reasons I turned to Will Loving is that he is known for having the most accessible, wel-
coming dance in western MA. Most dances are, as Cammy says, open to all, and should be. It 
doesn’t demean contra community by having a monthly more experienced dance. I recently went 
back to doing English Country Dancing. I found it refreshingly honest that when they had a chal-
lenging English dance, it said, right out there, “experience required.” Yes. I gave thought to wheth-
er I was fluent enough in the vocabulary, able to learn quickly (which I could do) and then went and 
had a ball. I tell new people that contra is glorified walking (and so much fun, you won’t believe it). 
It is not contradictory to offer more challenging dances once a month. If I were taking tango lessons, 
I wouldn’t, as a beginner, go to an advanced class. I wouldn’t think less of the dance for offering 
different levels of experience.

Will Quale 
Cammy, within twenty-five minutes of Greenfield there are sixteen contras per month plus one night 
that’s just squares. One of these seventeen is “experienced”, is labeled as such, and is still extreme-
ly welcoming. Far better that 4th Fridays remain a public and welcoming dance than a “private 
party” (how would you get your membership card, and would you actually want it?), in my opinion! 
Dancers are demonstrating emphatically with their feet that they don’t want to have to wait for, 
travel to, and pay a lot more for a dance weekend for this sort of dancing. And when it’s 1/17th of 
the dances in an area, I don’t see any image damage to the community.



Robert Coren 
Katie, I think you’re actually agreeing with me. Or I’m agreeing with you. Cammy, I don’t think that 
having an occasional publicly-announced dance that specifically targets experienced dancers contra-
dicts the idea that, in general, contra is open to everybody.

Katie Donis Olmstead - Yes, I agree with Robert and Will.

G Campbell Kaynor 
I am not opposed to the incorporation of challenging dances in an evening of contra - in fact I 
consider it a necessary component of every contra and especially for the newcomers who should 
not leave thinking it is just virginia reel over and over again. “Challenging dances” does not have 
to = “for experienced dancers only” (unless the caller is not adept at teaching them). I am opposed 
to the “stratification” of the public by skill level that is implied in the publicity that exacerbates an 
already well-esconced dogma. Of course having an occasional experienced dance doesn’t “contra-
dict” the fact that contras are generally open to all. That wasn’t my point.

Marty Albini 
Much good discussion here, but this has to be said: 17 dances a month? Holy cow, y’all are spoiled 
rotten!

Katie Donis Olmstead 
And that’s not counting English Country Dancing. Delightfully spoiled, thank you.

Frederick Park 
(Beware, all who entertain this series of pros and cons are entering a TIME CAPSULE of no small 
import to the future of traditional dance!) This, dear dancers and musicians, is my favorite “can of 
worms”, any day! And the responses should be categorically placed in a data base so that logic, rea-
son, history and semantics may be engaged to help “iron out the wrinkles”. So, your question be-
gins, “would you or most people you know at contra . . .”. Hummm? Would that include all who no 
longer dance but are still living and would love to go dancing but don’t? Does your question distill 
the very nature of “our” dance as different from, say, the couple’s dance scene, the English dance 
scene, the international dance scene relative to community? Have we not a history in American 
Country Dance (which is what we all called that which includes contra dance not that long ago - but 
who knows that is a select few) of accepting any and all who came for an advertised event? Like G 
Campbell, stratification is not worthy of our energy. It is a divisive enterprise within the environs of 
a self-ordained “Community”. Sure, create a new order with CDSS, like Sets In Order did branching 
off of the Lloyd Shaw Foundation, and do what ever you like - but DON’T call it an open community 
dance! Look with great care at those who are left out by implication. Every dance that is advertised 
as open to the public . . . is open to anyone! The most frightening statistic, impossible to ever know, 
is the huge number of those who went to a community dance for the first time and were NOT made 
welcome or who were treated badly, on a level sufficient to drive them from that dance and per-
haps from “dance” of all sorts. Here’s a methodology, long revered, potent and still useful (though 
no one does this anymore): In the course of any evening, a dance would be called for “those who 
know”. It would not be taught. At most a simple reminder of the figures may have been spoken 
once prior to the music initiating the movement. The dance, usually the first one after the break, 
was announced BEFORE the break. Those in attendance who were not dancing got to “witness” 
the best dancers doing the most elegant figures with style marked well by experience - especially 
in that every dancers was interpreting the music! (This last note: “interpreting the music” is not on 
your list. It should be primary, first among “experienced” dancers. I find it THE most lacking element 
of contra dance today.) There’s more but I’ll stop : )



Jay Ladin 
I’ve never been in favor of advanced dances because they exclude the people you need to keep 
your dances thriving.

Laura DeCesare 
I think advanced dances are hugely important as an opportunity to raise the bar for those dancers 
willing to reach for it.

Will Quale 
I don’t understand the argument that the very existence of advanced dances is problematic because 
they exclude beginners. To me it sounds akin to not being in favor of advanced conversational 
French class because it excludes those just starting to learn French. Nobody’s proposing doing away 
with all-inclusive beginner-friendly dances which everyone values and which are the lifeblood of the 
community, nor even of making experienced dances anything more than a minor part of the dance 
scene in places (western Mass and eastern Mass are the ones that have been specifically mentioned 
here) where there are LOTS of dancers and LOTS of dances and LOTS of newcomers who keep join-
ing the community, but it feels like that’s what people fear.

Bill Cowie 
What is the purpose of this thread? To judge other people? To point to something that others are 
doing and denigrate it? I’m going to move on to something positive. Bye.

Martha Crystal Atkins Davey 
Once, some time in the last millennium an unfamiliar woman insisted she was an experienced danc-
er. We took her word for it. Could a been the pro from Dover. She got a partner and got on line. 
After the very first call she asked, “What’s cast?” 
She did not get a refund but we did give her a pass to the next regular dance.
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Sarah Roberts 
If the better dancers stop dancing at the regular dances and put all their efforts into organizing the 
advanced dances, which they attend, instead of the regular dances, then new dancers won’t learn 
to be better dancers, and the regular dances will fail. Contra dancing doesn’t have the widespread 
recognition of square dancing, so we don’t get many motivated beginners without doing a lot of 
outreach and support. I think that’s the fear. Is once a month really occasional? Will people stop 
attending their weekly dances?

Steven D Epstein 
I have noticed at the few “challenging” or “advanced” or whatever you want to call them contras 
which I have attended, otherwise warm and friendly dancers become hyper and anxious. They start 
repeating the calls loudly to themselves and push the other dancers around into position, lest those 
other dancers mess up and thus foil their attempt at a successful error-free dance. In contrast, at the 
experienced EC dances I’ve attended, those supposedly snooty dancers are much more confident 
and actually more tolerant and don’t do that.

Andrew Coate 
I find the comparison to French lessons or learning to Tango interesting. Experienced French speak-
ers won’t come to a beginner class, and experienced dancers won’t come to a beginner lesson. You 
learn from a paid, experienced teacher until you’re good enough to move to the next level where 



you learn from another paid, experienced professional. You do this until you are “good enough” 
and everyone involved understands the goal is to get better and move up. 
There’s an end goal in any activity you take lessons in - to speak French, or to learn to Tango. If the 
end goal is to create a community of contra dancers who don’t have to attend beginner dances 
that’s going to create a lot of very different dances than we currently have. If the goal is “have fun in 
community” then I don’t think we need to be promoting even more cliqueshness than there already 
is. I frequently run into dancers at beginner friendly dances who visibly roll their eyes when a begin-
ner asks them to dance, or who get downright angry if a beginner messes up a move in a set. Re-
warding that behavior just seems... strange to me.

Jeff Myers 
Is anyone who likes contra enough to become an experienced dancer really going to dance only 
once a month? I suppose it’s possible, but I can’t imagine myself dancing once a month. I think once 
a week isn’t enough. Much ado about nothing.

Thais Faller Gloor 
I think the “challenging dance” idea is someone trying to provide a venue where people who can 
dance without having to stop and think about every move can go and really relax for an evening of 
good dance. One one hand, it’s very rewarding to be part of an evening where there are those who 
are learning and to realize you are participating and helping them to grow while building relation-
ships yourself, and getting some dancing in, but for the same reason that sometimes parents go out 
without their children, sometimes dancers like to dance with a “mature” group of dancers.
I totally agree that if someone never dances with those who might “get in their way” it’s pretty 
self-centered, but shouldn’t we tolerate and teach them just as much as the beginner dancer?  
I think there’s room for all levels of dances and there’s nothing wrong with someone trying to set 
some guidelines.

G Campbell Kaynor 
Bill Cowie - “This monitored forum exists for: ... 2) civil discussion on “Best Practices” and posi-
tive ways to improve our dance communities, and....” I’m not sure what you mean by judging and 
denigrating, as I believe what we have seen is an expression of opinions on the wisdom of holding 
dances for experienced dancers and whether we would attend such, whether they might enhance or 
damage the reputation of contra, etc... Sorry you felt it was otherwise.

G Campbell Kaynor 
Will Quale - Yes, I am saying that one flier will confirm the notion that it matters how “experienced” 
you are (and I have spoken to non-dancers who have singled these out as evidence that one needs 
lessons) no matter how many other dances are listed in the region. I do not think contra should be 
compared to french class where one progresses from beginner to intermediate to advanced... (Or 
maybe I should say that I have tried very hard to make it not like that). I believe that one can capture 
all that is sought for in an exclusive dance, at a non-exclusive event (and we strive for it, with vari-
able success) with the one exception of “the elimination of the riffraff” implied in the language of 
“experienced dancers only.”

Tony Parkes 
I find myself somewhere in the middle. I don’t think an advanced / challenging / experienced se-
ries will be harmful *if* there are numerous other series in the area and *if* the movers and shakers 
make it clear that inclusive events are and will remain the norm. It’s certainly healthier to run sep-
arate challenging events than to let a supposedly inclusive series develop a reputation of being 
exclusive.



Tony Parkes 
Note: In any hobby-centered group of people that remains together for some time, the gap will 
keep widening between what a first-timer knows and what a long-timer knows (and, by implication, 
must know to survive). MWSD began around 1950 with 6-8 lessons leading to club membership 
and possibly another 6-8 to learn the hot new stuff. By 1970 most clubs required 30-40 lessons. The 
contra scene is nowhere near that point, but now (while we’re still fairly unstratified) is a good time 
to think about how to deal with the inevitable knowledge gap.

Will Loving 
Cammy, as I’m reading through this, it occurs to me that by NOT having occasional dance events 
geared towards experienced dancers, hundreds of very wonderful contra dances will never get 
called, even at the end of an evening of a “regular” dance that began with an Intro Lesson or very 
easy dances. This would be a great loss. The familiarity with specific figures is important but even 
more is simply the ability to orient, and when necessary, quickly re-orient oneself only comes with 
time on the dance floor. 
Many dances called at “challenging” events leave the minor set, and do so in odd, unexpected, 
or repetitive ways that challenge even someone who may have danced for many years. It’s my ob-
servation, that changes of direction are the single most difficult aspect of contra dancing but for 
experienced dancers, one of the most enjoyable. There is a great pleasure in being able to come 
up against these dances and discover their rhythm and inner beauty and symmetry. They might get 
called at dance weekends but other than that we would never experience them.

Thais Faller Gloor 
I was thankful when they changed the description from “experienced dance” to “challenging 
dance” for the first Friday dances at the scout house. I have seen some long-time “experienced” 
dancers STILL in need of assistance, or NEWLY in need of assistance because of age. I have also 
seen some “newcomers” amaze people with how quickly they catch on and how little assistance 
they need. To me the relative need for assistance is more the determining factor between someone 
who should attempt to attend a challenging dance evening and one who shouldn’t than whether 
they know the figures ahead of time. But how do you put that on a “guidelines” list?

Marc Ranzoni 
Taking the middle road on issues like this one seems to me, also, to be a wise choice. 
I offer a personal anecdote that I hope illustrates why I feel this way and why I favorTony Parkes’ 
position.
When I first started contra dancing back in the Pleistocene, I was completely green. I had no idea 
what I was getting into and I had difficulty understanding such simple concepts as Circle Left and 
the Allemand. It was through very patient coaching and a friendly and forgiving atmosphere that I 
was able to get through the evening let alone continue doing this stuff for nearly 20 years. It was 
many years, in fact, before I was comfortable enough dancing at our local dances to be able to 
stretch my wings, as it were, and try weekends and workshops on how to be a beter dancer (in all 
styles of dance). But even more importantly to have the confidence to give back to new and aspiring 
dancers the same guidance and coaching and positive affirmation I recieved so long ago.
I certainly have no trouble with an advanced dance series- I enjoy them myself, and I am sure every-
body who has contributed here understands this but I think it bears repeating anyway: 
Everyone here did this for the first time once, and if we are to grow our community we need to con-
tinue those practises that encourage newcomers and the non or less experienced to join us.



G Campbell Kaynor 
Marc Ranzoni - thanks for repeating that, though I don’t think anyone is talking about reducing the 
number of newcomer-friendly dances so I am optimistic that they are not in jeopardy. 
Will Loving, maybe you are correct that some of the most complex will not be called without a 
select crew of dancers (and maybe I am saying that is best done in a private situation that is open 
to all than a public dance?). However, a certain amount of complexity IS attainable with a regular 
dance crowd. If you attended the Northfield Contras I’m sure you experienced how often I would 
call figures on the fly, switch people’s numbers mid-dance so they begin progressing the opposite 
way in the set, turn the progression 90o to the walls for a while and then back again, teach one 
dance and then call another with no instruction... Often the experienced dancers had more difficulty 
because of their “habits” but also they probably got more enjoyment from these tricks because of 
how it challenged them. That was a mixed crowd of experience levels, but a pretty high level of ca-
pability - something it took years to build up. The most challenging aspect by far was my own ability 
to keep track of where everyone was so I could bring them back without crashing the sets.

Ralph Sturgen 
It seems that I’m a middle-roader, too, especially after this most excellent discussion. (I still fear, 
however, a new iteration of the center set syndrome.) Just as we partner with those whom we wish, 
we may go to the dances that we wish and, as mentioned above, we have plenty of choices in 
western MA. (If I choose to not attend the 4th Saturday at Greenfield, I am able to go to Fiddler’s 
Green.)

Frederick Park 
(...still following this thread with interest) Seems that CDSS has had a focus for many years of late 
in placing young, up-and-coming musicians in the foreground of their PR about dance (generally 
speaking). Where does one learn to “call” dances? What is the paradigm for those who wish to 
undertake such a roll? I suggest that there is a trace, there is evidence of how a shift is present in 
the very lives of those who herein have chosen to resonate to the large question. Who were the roll 
models in 2000, in 1990, in 1980, in 1950 even? Where did they come from? What was their back-
ground? How has the focus of calling shifted over the last twenty to thirty years? Certainly commu-
nity dances have grown in size and number across the country. It’s fun stuff. Why not just jump in? 
Comparatively speaking, is not the raised platform or stage at the end of the room a point of focus 
akin to the classroom, the courtroom, the place for group recognition of an authority or leader oc-
cupying such a place? The language used, the tone of voice, the assimilated learning garnered and 
reinterpreted after exposure to highly revered teachers (who may also be or have been humorists, 
entertainers and vastly knowledgable about the dances they are about to share) all beg the ques-
tion of a place in the larger spectrum of this dialog. Let not the pros and cons of this conversation 
fall fallow without some recognition of the need for really excellent, high quality leadership models 
who understand the history, the art of what a teacher is doing. Include in your thoughts questions 
about what may be done to rectify that. The advanced dance is never an issue for those who know 
how to teach, how to entertain, when to build a complicated series of figures into any program. We 
NEED better teachers. With better teachers who know the dance(s), have compassion for all present 
and can suffer the usual lack of patience exhibited by some who can be louder than is polite, well, 
then advanced dances can and will return to the everyday sort of dance event. We don’t have many 
callers who know and understand their role in the larger perspective of traditional dance and how it 
came to be, when and how it changed. Most callers haven’t taken to heart the roll their in as teach-
ers, as individuals who show by example. Consider your favorite teachers. Could you say, with me, 
that one thing is certain about such revered persons, “they were all great students!” Hummmm?



Perry Shafran 
One of the things I think about is the fact that when we promote contra dancing to the general pub-
lic, we promote it as something that is easy (“if you can walk you can dance”) and then later they 
find out, oh, there are challenging dances, maybe this isn’t so easy. There is potential for the exis-
tence of challenging dances to cause people to not want to try it rather than have something to as-
pire to. Believe it or not there ARE lots of dancers out there who are perfectly happy dancing once 
a month if they happen to be close to a good beginner-friendly dance (one that is supported by 
regular dancers), have tons of fun at them, and are not interested in going to the “big time” danc-
es where things can get challenging. While I bemoan the stratification of dances, it appears that 
it is here to stay. What REALLY bothers me is to hear people say that certain dance series “suck” 
because all that are there are “bad dancers”. True if you only dance once per month your dance 
skills might not develop as quickly as if you danced all the time, but there are folks who enjoy their 
monthly dance event and have tons of fun at it. These are dance series that need to be supported 
rather than denigrated as a bad dance because the dancers are not as well-skilled. After all, contra 
dancing is designed to be a community dance where having skills is not needed.

Penelope Z Weinberger 
Perhaps we need to change some language. Contra is like yoga, a low barrier to entry, you dance 
at your own skill level, but there are levels up. It’s not always easy, it challenges you as you go. For 
another thread, but there are a number of language problems with the way contra is “sold” to new-
comers “a new woman is thrust into your arms every 30 seconds” being my most hated.

Tony Parkes 
“There are levels up”: From time to time someone suggests codifying those levels, or at least find-
ing labels for them that can be generally accepted. Pro: It would give both newbies and hotshots a 
better idea of what to expect at a given event. Con: It would further stratify an activity that’s cur-
rently one of the most inclusive around, despite some de facto stratification.

Penelope Z Weinberger 
again, if it’s self selecting... we run into a problem here that is quite common in humanity, the over/
under confidence problem. Over confident folks will think they’re better than they are while under 
confident folks will think they’re not as good as they are... Tricky, tricky, tricky.

Nicole Syrlik 
At one of the experienced contra dances I had occasion to dance with a young woman who said 
this to me “When I read it this session was for experienced dancers, I thought that dancing for the 
last two days made me experienced”. I love, love, love dancing with beginners, but I also love love 
dances that are for people who are experienced dancers. Almost every dance welcomes beginners 
and that is as it should be. But there should be the occasional dance for those who are experienced, 
those who know what they are doing. I think a set of guidelines similar to the ones above would be 
quite useful in defining what is meant by “expert” and “experienced” for those dances.

Ken Panton 
Will Loving, do you mind if I copy and paste to the local Ottawa Contra FB page your earlier com-
ments re welcoming newcomers to the Greenfield dances and your definitions, etc?

Katie Donis Olmstead 
Talkative, aren’t we? Two quick things: I love what Will said about giving callers and dancers an 
opportunity to dance more unusual dances. And second to that, this kind of off the grid dance does 
lead to more mistakes. I love challenging contras and I rather love when I lose my mind and get 



confused and laugh it off, along with everyone else. If you go back to Will’s criteria for who should 
come to a challenging contras, it specifically states: You know where to be at the start of each dance 
phrase and how to recover from a lapse. We would not tolerate anyone being rude to another danc-
er about making mis-steps, not at a challenging dance any more than at a regular dance.

Will Loving 
Oh Cammy I do remember those wonderful Northfield dances, how you used to change things up, 
mid-stream and how sometimes the band played continuously for over half an hour! Maybe you 
should call a “Challenging” dance sometime and just do what you did back then. It would certainly 
twist a few heads around 
Not at all Ken , feel free. I’ll be in Ottawa in less than two weeks for the “Puttin’ On the Dance” 
dance organizers conference and I very much look forward to meeting all the local folks along with 
organizers coming from all over. 
Pursuant to Katie’s comments and others, I think I’m going to have to add a fifth point to the criteria 
that says something like, “You respond to confusion and missteps by others with grace, encourage-
ment and good humor.”

Katie Donis Olmstead  - I love that, Will!

Leonard J Koenick I
’m not sure I even understand what an “advanced” or “complicated” contra dance is. If it’s just 
knowing those figures, they are not all that complicated and most can pick them up by doing them 
in very short order given a little push in the irght direction. For me, after 40 years plus of this, I do 
it because i value the music and the flow of the people. I don’t go to contra dances to exercise my 
brain. We all, experienced or not, make mistakes from time to time; even in the “simple” dances. 
And we all know some who have been dancing for a long time that “know” the moves that still 
mess up frequently. Chill.

Emily Kearns 
I would shortened it by 50% and end by posting alternative dances in the area that welcome be-
ginners -- days, times, location so folks don’t get put off about contradance in general, ending up 
feeling excluded from an elite group.

Lisa Greenleaf 
The original post was truncated before the last sentences, which read, “ If you are in doubt about 
the above criteria, you might get more enjoyment at other area dances, such as the excellent Mon-
day and Thursday contras and the Sunday BIDA dance. Don’t worry--most dances in New England 
are not challenge level!”

Emily Kearns 
Great to hear! I’ve been asking friends to read this draft for comment and they’re saying no one will 
read its full length so... perhaps that might be moved to the top.

Lisa Greenleaf 
These criteria were written in response to a dancer’s query about what she could expect at the First 
Friday Challenging Contra at the Concord (MA) Scout House. Before I wrote them, I talked with 8 
regular dancers to get their input, and they themselves recommended the strong language about 
what kinds of figures to be prepared for. YOUR advanced dance may not need nor want such strong 
language, but OUR dance is currently at a very high level, and the dancers enjoy that. I’ve been 
running this series for a long time, and over the lat 6 years or so, the skill level and expectations of 



the dancers have gone up. The callers meet these expectations with increasingly unusual (and fun) 
choreography, combined with no-walk thrus and medleys. Please understand the context of these 
guidelines....come to the dance and you’ll see what I’m talking about.

Carl Levine  - I’d love to.

Emily Kearns  - Thanks for the context...very helpful, yes!

Kathy McHugh  - Yes, I would!

Robb Nortier  - I’d be there in a heartbeat.

March 11th, 2015

Leonard J Koenick 
There are way too many posts here for me to find the one that referred to an MWSD group that as-
signed dancers to sets by COMPUTER. I can’t imagine anything more likely to cause me to run out 
the door.

Bryan Randolph Bruns 
Most of the figures listed in the original post can be learned separately and easily in an evening, 
and don’t necessarily stratify into distinct “levels.” As mentioned above, there are lots more skills, 
and lots more ways to enjoy contra than just the fun of following a complex choreography of calls. 
A partial list, many of which may be even more enjoyable with dances that are less technically intri-
cate, includes:
• Giving weight: balance and counter-balance, turning inertia and centrifugal force into magic
• Connection: touch and (optional) eye contact that joins us together
• Altruism: the warm glow from assisting a partner, neighbor, or someone else to enjoy a dance; 
helping newcomers learn and including everyone who wants to take part
• Appreciation: Consciously savoring the melody, rhythm, instrumentation, etc.
• Expression: Moving your body to match the music 
• Dance trance: living in the now, moment to moment
• Flourishes: twirls, alternative swings, swaps, and other elaborations
• Community: dancing with your line, with the whole room, and within the wider circles of compan-
ionship created through contra
I agree with emphasizing contra as welcoming, inclusive, and easy to start: “If you can walk, you 
can contra.” However, to attract new people, and to keep more experienced dancers interested, I 
also think it’s good to be aware of, and foster opportunities to learn and enjoy along many different 
dimensions. Introductory lessons at the beginning of an evening, walk-throughs, workshops, infor-
mal discussion and teaching, videos, and challenging contras are all ways to help people discover, 
at their own pace, some of the richness of contra as an infinite game, easy to begin but potentially 
challenging and enjoyable in so many different ways.

Robert Coren 
Lisa: In the suggestions for other “non-challenging” dances in the area, it would be nice to see a 
plug for the JP dance. 

Lisa Greenleaf 
One last thought for Andrew Coate: If you were put off or confused by the guidelines for this par-
ticular challenging dance, why didn’t you write the organizer? Ironically, the strong language in the 



guidelines came about because I, the organizer, was contacted by a dancer who felt that the info 
on the website did not prepare her for what she experienced. So I wrote to regular dancers of the 
series to ask them how I could be more explicit.
When I started this series in Belmont back in the 90s, it was called The Experienced Dance for just 
one year; as a caller, I quickly realized that everyone has a different definition of what experienced 
means. Since the second year, it’s been called the Challenging Contra Dance Series so that folks 
know they will be introduced to unusual or harder material. I’ve culled the good ideas from some 
the above comments about how to re-craft the language—thanks.
And one final point of clarification about why I run this series at all. We are blessed in the Boston 
area to be able to find various kinds of dancing every single night of the week. You can go contra 
dancing Mon, Tues, Thurs, some Fridays, Sats and Sundays, and if you are willing to drive 1 to 2 
hours, you can find lots of dances on the weekends. These contra dances range from family friendly 
community events to “zesty” urban dances. For those of us who enjoy more intricate choreography, 
the Challenging Contra Dance Series, which runs only 8 times a year, rounds out our dancing menu. 
This dance is joyous and fun because we all have to work together to get through some of the un-
usual material our very fine callers bring.
What happens if beginners come to the dance? I greet and welcome them at them door and advise 
them to find experienced partners. I then check in with them at the break and let them know that 
this is not the norm in contra dance, and I encourage them to keep dancing by attending the other 
series in the area. 
So in future, if you have an issue with a dance series, I encourage you to start a conversation with 
the organizer. I personally enjoy that kind of interaction and would welcome your feedback.

Andrew Coate 
Because I wasn’t looking for whether I would be allowed to attend - it’s been made pretty clear 
about 47 times over that I would be unwelcome at this dance because my experience is not quite 
up to par. 

I was looking to see if other had the same reaction that my friend and I had to reading that. And I 
got my answer. Many did also have a “this makes me a little uncomfy” reaction.

Andrew Coate 
Also, not EVERYONE in the Boston are has all of those contra opportunities. Most of my friends, 
myself included, don’t own cars.

Jennie Worden 
You know what? I think it’s okay to be uncomfortable with the idea of attending an event that is *not 
designed for you*. 
A few years ago one of the professional choirs in town was auditioning. My voice teacher at the 
time sings in this choir, and her wife directs it. So I asked my teacher “Do you think I’m ready to au-
dition for [choir]?” She, being a frank and honest but immensely supportive person, looked uncom-
fortable and said “Honestly, I don’t think your reading is there yet.” 
So I didn’t waste anyone’s time auditioning because as unwelcoming as it was to hear from some-
one I trusted that my reading isn’t there, I’d rather know that ahead of time than show up and em-
barrass myself and waste the auditioners’ time.
If I were to join that choir, I would be left behind. I would slow the singers down, and the conductor 
wouldn’t be able to work the material at the level appropriate for that choir. That would be uncom-
fortable for *everyone*. So they hold auditions to ensure that the people singing in that choir can 
sing and read music at the level appropriate for that choir. 
We *don’t* have auditions in the contra community, nor would I (or anyone I know) want us to. We 



don’t have levels and exams the way some dance communities do. We don’t require people to take 
classes before they’re permitted to dance socially, the way, for example the people who run the 
St. Andrew’s Day SCD ball do here in my hometown. They do this so that they don’t have to spend 
time teaching at the ball, and so that people can enjoy the dances.
At most regular contras, we teach beginners. We walk through dances: in my hometown, we often 
walk through the dance twice, to help everyone learn it. We offer beginner sessions. We keep danc-
es relatively straightforward so that they’ll be accessible to everyone. That’s part of what we do. 
But every now and again, people who have some experience with this form want to bust out. They 
want to do medleys. They want to tackle surprising or convoluted choreographies. They don’t want 
to do lengthy walk-throughs. And they want to *enjoy* doing so, without the challenges of fixing 
the set when less experienced dancers get confused or don’t know the moves. In order to achieve 
this critical mass of very skilled dancers we can either: 1) hold auditions; 2) organize contra dancing 
like modern western square or Scottish country dancing, with levels and classes and whatnot; or 3) 
publicize the expectations and allow dancers to self-select based on the best information we can 
give them about what to expect. 
Seems to me that 3) is really the most open and welcoming option for everyone. We’re trusting 
members of our dance community to self-evaluate and self-select. 
I supposed we could 4) never hold dances that cater to experienced dancers, so that less experi-
enced dancers would always feel welcome, but that seems like a bit of a shame to me.

Walker Sloan
 BIDA 2X/mo
 JP 2X/mo
 MIT 4X/mo
 Cambridge Fourth Saturday 1X/mo
 Lexington 1X/mo
 Concord Mon and Thur dances 8X/mo
 Concord Challenging dances 1X/mo
Andrew, ALL of these dances are mass transit accessible. ONE of these dances per month is chal-
lenging. Perhaps you should check out the other eighteen.

Ron T Blechner 
I guess I was confused as to the purpose of this thread. I assumed this was a discussion of new / 
modified / hypothetical rules. 
Instead, this appears to be a questioning of existing rules for one dance series. 
I would not have responded if it had been clear in the beginning.

Walker Sloan 
Yeah, Ron, it has shaken down into a discussion of the validity, morality, and purpose of challenging 
dances in the contra world. Having compiled the Boston list, I am astounded at the availability of 
regular contra dances in the Boston area. It seems to me that a similar amount of dancing is avail-
able in the Pioneer Valley (Connecticut River Valley, for those outside of New England). There is one 
Challenging Dance per month in the Boston area and one per month in the Pioneer Valley area. All 
of the intense discussion about challenging dances approaches irrelevance in light of these num-
bers.
If one doesn’t like challenging dances, one should check out the other 94% of dances in the area.

Ron T Blechner 
Walker, I may not have been sufficiently clear.
The discussion about a dance’s new policies seems totally fine. (And I think many things discussed 



were worthwhile in their own right.) However, the discussion about existing policies of an existing 
series seems a private matter, unless it’s the series organizers bringing it up.
If Andrew wanted this to be a general discussion about challenging contras, the topic should have 
been phrased as an open ended “What should guidelines be for challenging contras?”
I thought I was commenting on changes to a policy, but instead this is a beef between Andrew and 
Concord.

Lynn Ungar 
I have to admit that I am, frankly, mystified at why one would take offense at a clear description of 
what a dance is like, and what one might expect to find there, including the implication that that 
dance is not for everyone. Particularly when the description also makes clear what dances might 
be a better choice. The notion that nobody should do complex dances because some people can’t 
manage them doesn’t sound inclusive to me, it sounds limiting. The guidelines we are talking about 
don’t say that you have to have been dancing a certain amount of time, or that you have to know 
certain people in order to be welcome. They list skills. If you want to dance complex dances, take 
the time to learn the skills. At the (many) dances which are set up where people can learn those 
skills. It seems to me that the explicit list is, in fact, welcoming, because it lets me know at what 
point I can expect to be ready for this dance, whereas if it just says “for advanced dancers” then it’s 
hard to know whether I meet the criteria or not.

Katie Donis Olmstead 
Yes, yes, yes. Thank you for stating this so clearly.

Penelope Z Weinberger 
Also, I must apologize to Lisa Greenleaf for my strident and snarky tone in corrections (although I 
stand by my content), I did not realize this was a long time document. Oh image, image and percep-
tion... what will we ever do about it all. I LOVE YOU LISA!!!! And I would totally come to this dance 
(and I would not need to be taken aside and given a “talking to”)

Lisa Greenleaf 
Penelope Z Weinberger thank you! This is actually not a long time doc; it was written 2 months ago. 
It’s fluid, and I’ll make changes based on the *constructive* comments I read here. And if you are 
ever taken aside and “talked to” at a Boston area dance, come find me and I’ll straighten out the 
offender. I don’t like that kind of behavior here.

Ren Farnsworth 
perfect!!!!

Kathy Perko 
I would love this description, and applaud the people who took the time to create it. I might go to 
the dance to watch, listen, and learn, or I might stay away, but I’d be well informed. I would be hor-
rified if I landed myself in an advanced dance, unable to keep up.

Alexandra Deis-Lauby 
I think that paired with outreach to newish dancers who are excellent and capable of picking up fig-
ures quickly, this document would work well. It is important to encourage those that under-estimate 
their skill level to come out for advanced dances. That’s often how people get hooked on contra! 
These guidelines might have been intimidating to me when I started dancing, but just seeing my 
neighbor do a star through and a grand square would be enough for me to learn those moves.



Perry Shafran 
Personally, I think that a document of what to expect at a night of challenging contras is perfect, 
but I have some doubts as to that last line (in the very original post). To me it kind of sounds like a 
“if you don’t like it here go elsewhere” type of line - even if that was not the intent. Everything else 
is super awesome and I appreciate folks like Lisa Greenleaf and Penelope Z Weinberger for finding 
good ways to both be welcoming and community-oriented AND finding ways for dancers to chal-
lenge their dancing brains from time to time.

Jillian Carnrick 
Looks great to me! While personally I love it when people can both lead and follow I have not ex-
perienced any advanced dances that require this to be previous knowledge. This one might be a 
little extra but then again it does add to an individuals skill level greatly so it does ensure advanced 
dancers.

Tony Parkes 
I think the small amount of leading and following involved in contra dancing is covered under the 
head of “giving weight.” Any dancer may be called upon to help another dancer into or out of a 
move at any time.

Bryan Randolph Bruns 
“If you choose to dance the opposite role, you can do it right, without confusing the other danc-
ers.” I think the meaning is that if you want to dance both roles, you should be comfortable doing 
so, but just dancing one role is okay too. Logically, that could be dropped, since it’s a question of 
whether you can satisfy the expectations for whichever role or roles you dance (and some others 
may get “confused” by switching, regardless). 
From the comments above, this is tailored to one particular dance with a long history. For some-
thing more generic, I’d drop the specifics about squares (which are basics, not what I’d call profi-
cient in squares). 
And to be picky, I’d drop the mention of Mad Robin without a walkthrough, since even if it may 
seem obvious to the caller who starts in front, it often helps a lot to have that clarified. But that can 
be handled with the kind of selective explanation or partial walk-through of complicated bits that 
callers often use on dance weekends.

Perry Shafran 
Agree with Bryan on dancing either role, and I would even suggest to dancers that they are able to 
“dance with who’s coming atcha” without being confused as to whether the person is playing the 
proper role.

Robert Coren 
An anecdote about the question of whether one is “ready” for an advanced/challenging dance: I 
do most of my dancing in JP, which is where I started 18 years ago. When I had been going there 
regularly for, I dunno, 8 months or so, during which time I had attended my first “Dance Camp” 
weekend, one of the long-time regulars asked me if I was coming to the upcoming advanced dance, 
and I said I wasn’t sure that I qualified as “advanced”, to which she replied breezily, “You’ve been to 
Camp, you’re advanced.”
I did go, and it was fine, and I’ve never looked back.

G Campbell Kaynor 
I have seen many posts that seem to indicate people have the impression that if we did not have an 
occasional Challenging Contras event, we would not have dances with complicated choreography, 



medleys, spontaneous calls, etc... at all. I think it is wrong to assume that community dances are 
limited in these ways so I do not feel that is a choice that we are making. Some indicated that they 
thought we were saying people might “take “offense” (as Lynn put it) at seeing publicity that indi-
cates there is stratification of the dancing community based on experience and proficiency. Again, I 
have never seen anyone take offense at such a posting. Some have indicated that those opposed to 
the “experienced dancers” events feel it is wrong to desire to dance with others of a similar cali-
ber and that there shouldn’t be opportunities to let loose and just dance without having to keep a 
watchful eye out for newcomers. Absolutely this is a genuine desire (that I have as much as any) and 
I don’t think there is anything to be ashamed about for desiring this nor for seeking out those situa-
tions on occasion. 
Just to be clear, my sole concern is the impact that such a posting as the one listed at the start can 
have on the image of contra to non-dancers who often approach the topic with a preconceived 
notion that it is a statified activity. If we could not access all that a Challenging Contras for experi-
enced dancers has to offer in any other way, I would be less opposed to them, but since we can, I 
feel these put the contra image at unnecessary risk by reinforcing a dogma that we have tried to 
distance ourselves from, and do not support them.

G Campbell Kaynor 
P.S. Will Loving may have hundreds of dances that will prove me wrong 

March 12th, 2015

Shep Berryhill 
I love advanced dances and would enthusiastically attend. ‘Growing the community’ does not just 
happen at the recruiting/beginner end of the scale, it happens at the advanced/weekend level, 
too. Many types of dance and other activities have recognized levels of ability, and contra is still the 
most casual and flexible that I know, allowing self selection. If one is offended by a clear expres-
sion of skills needed at a higher level, that is not the fault of the dance or the people organizing or 
attending, it is within the offended individual. You can’t idiot proof with legislation. And I’ve never 
found having to pay attention and think to conflict with flow and enjoyment, just do both, they en-
hance each other. It’s good that we don’t have exams and official levels in contra, but some personal 
responsibility is necessary in order to be a responsive member of a larger community and contribute 
to it. If you’re a yellow belt in a martial art you don’t spar with black belts. If you’re not ready for the 
next level in whatever activity, getting offended is counter productive. I can think of dozens of activi-
ties where beginners are less welcome at higher level events than in contra, yet on the whole they 
are quite welcoming, appealing, and have no problem recruiting newcomers. My comment is a bit 
disjointed, but so many others have made relevant statements that I support already.

Frederick Park 
http://www.apalache.com/ContraDancersNotes-2015.pdf <---here’s almost the whole of the above 
conversation in a single PDF!

G Campbell Kaynor 
Can someone enlighten me about which posting said they felt publicity for experienced dancers 
was offensive? Two people have mentioned it now and I can’t recall or find that post. It is a com-
plaint I have never yet encountered from dancers or non-dancers. I’m curious why anyone would 
find it offensive.



Ron T Blechner 
Frederick Park, I did not consent to you republishing my comments. We speak freely on this *mod-
erated* discussion board. Taking a somewhat heated discussion and copying it elsewhere where 
anyone can access it jeopardizes our ability to have candid discussion.
Please delete the file and ask permission first.
I’m very disappointed

Bryan Randolph Bruns 
This is a “public group.” If you want to speak privately, send private messages. Facebook also has 
options to set up private groups where messages are not publicly visible, but this is not such a 
group. Regrets if you didn’t understand that (though I’m not an organizer or the original poster, just 
someone who was interested and joined the discussion). However, more generally, given Facebook’s 
history, it’s not wise to put anything anywhere on Facebook unless you realize that it may end up 
available to the whole internet, forever.

Ron T Blechner 
Bryan Randolph Bruns, a Facebook public group is not the same as a free-roaming file on the Inter-
net. If people choose to republish items, then the discussion will become less candid, which is far 
less useful.

Robert Coren
Cammy, while nobody actually said they were “offended” by the guidelines, the phrasing of the 
original question -- “Would you attend an event...?” -- suggested (to me and likely to others) some 
dissatisfaction with the announcement in question.
Meanwhile, I’m having a little trouble figuring out what you’re objecting to (if, in fact, you’re object-
ing to anything at all). You appear to be saying that publicly announcing a “challenging” dance (and 
thereby at least hinting that beginners might not find it appropriate to attend) is a bad thing be-
cause it creates an impression of “stratification”, and yet you also say you have no objection to the 
existence of such events. If I’m understanding you correctly, how would you propose that people 
who might attend such a dance find out about it?

G Campbell Kaynor 
Thanks, Robert, for the question. I am in fact mostly concerned with the potential to damage 
the “image of Contra” as an unstratified community activity amongst the general non-dancing 
populace. My concern is only because there is an unusually strong common perception amongst 
non-dancers that they need training to attend public dances. Seeing evidence in publicity about 
challenging contras that some people are measuring the ability of attendees at certain events can 
have a profound confirmation effect of that preconceived notion. 
How to have a challenging contras event without exacerbating the issue depends on which aspects 
of a challenging contras event you are talking about. Here are some that have been mentioned 
above that I feel do not add to the problem. 
1) Deliver the challenge via the open public contradance. As with any teaching situation, stretching 
the capabilities of multiple levels of proficiency simultaneously is a challenge, but it is one I encour-
age people to embrace. I think callers in general underestimate the capacity of newcomers to take 
on choreography that we experienced dancers think of as challenging. I frequently have newcomers 
doing Pat Shaw’s Levi Jackson or some of my weird progression dances by the third dance of the 
evening. They don’t know because I don’t tell them that these are unusual and challenging dances. 
To the newcomers it’s all one mush of figures and as long as I can get them to the right places in 
time through the way I teach and call, all of the challenge is on my end-not their’s.
2) At dance camps or dance evenings that are open to the public include portions that the new-



comers might not engage in but might witness (such as the occasional “dance for those who know” 
in an evening, that was mentioned earlier in this stream of comments). These would not be in the 
publicity that non-dancers see, but would be part of the event as an option for those who crave this 
kind of challenge/experience. 
3) The long slow effort to increase the average proficiency to a level where newcomers are drawn 
along by the majority experienced crowd to be able to encompass challenging repertoire. This 
requires years invested in establishing a core with an ever increasing level of proficiency (and I am 
using that term broadly to include sense of timing, knowledge of figures, ability to adjust to sud-
den alterations in the choreography, and to embrace novel figures). This is what I strove to achieve 
in Northfield. Newcomers were rapidly swept up by the experienced dancers and quickly became 
accustomed to my quirks and tricks that challenged ALL, without the issue of “am I good enough to 
go to the Northfield dance.”
4) Private parties are a place to dance with a hand-picked group of devotees who just want to 
dance their hearts out to wonderful music in group of similarly experienced companions. I have held 
them in my yard, at halls, in groups that formed such as the “Chelsea House Dancers” that Katey 
may remember who demonstrated the joy of contra during the bicentennial celebrations.
(apologies for hitting the enter button for a new line and then having to edit my response!) 
This is just a start off the top of my head but hopefully you get the point - that there are (or can be) 
opportunities to address the desire for a less newcomer-encumbered experience without jeopardiz-
ing the reputation of the genre and some of those options involve stretching those newcomers to 
rapidly join a high average level of proficiency. It can’t always be done successfully, but I think that is 
what to strive for.

Morna Leonard 
Early in my dance life I was living in Takoma Park, MD (working at the House of Musical Traditions) 
walking distance from the Friday night dance. It was understood that the Friday night dance in-
cluded lots of teaching and was appropriate for beginners. It was also understood that the Sunday 
dance at Glen Echo was more advanced and that a dancer should have a firm grasp of basics before 
attending. I thought of those Sunday dances as a goal, not as something I was being unfairly exclud-
ed from. I could dance every Friday and Saturday, and was looking forward to adding Sundays. I’m 
back in MT now, and my nearest dance only happens twice a month. While we have had occasional 
“dance camp dances” nights, it is expected that out regular dances will be open to all comers. (Ex-
cept maybe drunk people. That’s not working so well.)

Perry Shafran 
I think that perhaps if callers did as Cammy suggested then dancers might become more proficient 
dancers much more quickly than they do now.

Perry Shafran 
Morna - as noted above that dance just had the image of a more challenging dance but never really 
was and today it is encouraged for new dancers to come to the Sunday dance. As Cammy noted, 
image is everything. It could give dancers something to aspire to. Or it could cause dancers to stay 
away from dancing entirely if they feel they are not skilled enough.

Morna Leonard 
Perry, This was back in the 80s, and things were different then.
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Ralph Palmer 
I remember a Fitzwilliam dance, back in the 1970’s, with Dudley Laufman calling, with some of those 
qualities. Including switching dances in the middle of a dance, and linking parts of two common 
dances together. It was on April Fool’s Day.

G Campbell Kaynor 
Yon Kromis - these types of dances are on the increase around the country so I bet you can lo-
cate one though it may be a bit of a drive. Try the various folk organizations to see if they 
have listings or info. I just received this one this morning for NC https://www.facebook.com/
events/1548342195439318/ so I wouldn’t be surprised if Alabama has one somewhere. 
Better yet, ask a bunch of regular dancers if they want to join a “performance troupe” to do out-
reach in places that don’t yet have contra, and work up some medleys and odd-formation/progres-
sion/figures dances as part of the repertoire so you can demo the full range to the audiences. You 
will have your exclusive experience in the process!
MAR 20
Advanced Contra Dance
Friday, March 20 at 8:00pm
Bryson Gym, Warren Wilson College
(Swannanoa, NC)

Tony Parkes 
Yon Kromis, I can’t figure out how to link to it here, but Birmingham Friends of Old-Time Music and 
Dance have a Facebook page.

Owen Shaffer 
I would like to go back to Penelope Z Weinberger’s concerns about the Old Farmer’s Ball Advanced 
Contra Dance. If someone actually asked her if she was experienced enough to attend, then we 
had an over-zealous person on the door that evening. That is not what typically happens at the 
Advanced Dance. One evening I turned away 3 people who had never contra danced. I was the 
Host, but was not at the door when they first entered the dance. Penelope was at the dance, and 
expressed her concern to me at that time. 
It was a hard decision to make, but I felt that 3 new dancers at an advanced dance would disappoint 
the other 50 dancers. While we were focusing on contra corners, ocean waves, and diagonal hays, 
they would be struggling with progression, timing, and chains. I offered to them to come and watch 
for free, and suggested that they come back to one of our twice-a-week contra dances that include 
a beginner’s lesson.
I asked the Committee to review my decision. They agreed with my action, and several thanked me 
for making the hard decision.
Our 8 advanced contra dances a year seem a small payback to those dancers who come early to 
Asheville’s 100+ regular dances to support newbees each year. I believe they deserve the pleasure 
to occasionally dance where almost everyone understands timing and giving weight, and can chal-
lenge their dancing skills. In return, these people help with the typical 30+ new dancers we have at 
every regular dance, our influx of Warren Wilson students every August, and unusual situations like 
last Thursday when we had 30 deaf German students join us.
Contra dancing is one of the most inclusive forms of dancing, and indeed social interacting, that 
exist. We have dancers ranging in age from 8 to 80+. We openly welcome people from all ethnic 
and religious groups. Politics, economic level, and relationship choices are left at the door. And we 
almost always welcome new dancers with open arms.



Occasionally some of us enjoy small dances that are exclusionary in terms of skill. I do not see this as 
a horrible blemish on the contra dancing terrain. Instead, it broadens our skills, interests, and enjoy-
ment.

Leonard J Koenick 
Owen, sensetive writing and a sensetive decision. But, do you know if any of those three ever came 
back to one of the “lesser” dances? And, in the great scheme of things, I don’t see mixing all of 
three inexperienced dancers spread among the 50 others as causing any great issues. Spread out 
among the lines, you’re only going to meet them for maybe two minutes during the entire several 
hours.

Jennie Worden 
The problem is that if you have a standard and you let three people in who don’t have the ability, 
the next time, they’re going to come back and bring their friends. And the people who have been 
staying away because they’ve done their self-assessment are going to feel aggrieved. So you’re go-
ing to have to let them in the next time, and they’re going to tell their friends “Oh, they *say* you 
have to know all this stuff, but I just went and it was fine!” And then you no longer have a critical 
mass of competent dancers, so you cannot have a challenging dance.

Shep Berryhill 
Jennie, in fact that situation already exists, at least to some degree, at both Asheville’s and River 
Falls’ advanced dances.

Jennie Worden
I believe you! We have the odd “challenging dance” at my local dance. People self-select. Conse-
quently,some people who are permanent dance beginners attend the challenging dances, and they 
wander through the sets like newly hatched ducklings, late for moves, facing the wrong direction, 
messing up and not knowing how to recover. So what we have winds up being a regular dance with 
slightly more challenging choreographies that we often have to walk through several times. It’s no 
more satisfying to a competent, challenge-seeking dancer than any weekly dance. 
I already spend a great deal of time at my regular dance fixing broken sets, dancing with newcom-
ers, and helping people out, because that’s how you build a dance community, and because the sets 
break a LOT. It would be nice to be able to go to a challenging contra and just be able to dance 
challenging dances with skilled dancers.

Penelope Z Weinberger - who wants to tell the 30 year beginners not to come?

Jennie Worden
I will. Also we don’t have any 30-year beginners. I’ve been dancing in my community for 20, and 
most of these whippersnapper perma-beginners post-date me.

Penelope Z Weinberger 
great, we’re having a challenging dance in the afternoon on March 22. See you there.

Jennie Worden - Oh cool! You’re paying my travel and putting me up then?

Ron T Blechner 
One more thought I’d forgotten. New York City and surrounding dances have had their advanced 
dances as part of a double dance. That usually worked pretty well.



Robert Coren 
Ron: That’s what we do in Jamaica Plain (Boston) as well. Advanced dance in the afternoon, potluck 
supper, regular dance (on its usual night) in the evening. When the gender-free dance in Montague, 
MA, does this, they have a shorter “advanced” session (4:00-6:00 PM). (We tried that earlier this 
season, and haven’t decided whether it’s preferable to the all-afternoon session we traditionally 
have - a decision that was complicated by the fact that the first of our full-length advanced dances 
this year was cancelled for bad weather.)

G Campbell Kaynor
Haha - Robert just introduced a new level of challenge! Getting to the hall in a snow storm!!! I guess 
I have run some challenging contras in the past after all . 
I think (although she was arguing the other side of the issue) what Jennie said sums up the issue 
for me: “The problem is that if you have a standard and you let three people in who don’t have 
the ability, the next time, they’re going to come back and bring their friends. And the people who 
have been staying away because they’ve done their self-assessment are going to feel aggrieved. 
So you’re going to have to let them in the next time...” This sounds so stratified, complicated, and 
‘uncontra’ to me that it actually changes the nature of what it is we do. 
Today I rewatching a youtube of contra in the mid 1960s with Dudley calling (https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=pZubTju7g_s). Many things interest me about this (like the ‘footing’ people used to 
do when inactive that was so common when I started and then it died out) and in particular a pair of 
comments: 
1) “Seems a lot of these people may have been new to the dance or something. Quite a few 
seemed confused half the time.“
2) “No Justin. That’s the way it usually was. Some taught, some learned. Some were of age or al-
lowed to come at a younger age and some were allowed to come only after a certain age. Some 
were new and some just moved into the area and were they were from done the dance a little dif-
ferent or had a different caller, etc. And some like me couldn’t get the $.50 entrance fee from mom 
and dad because mom and dad had already giving what they had to the older brothers and sisters 
of our family. I found a way tho. Bottle deposits forever and washing dish’s at a local kitchen.” 
I’m not saying that contra shouldn’t change, and clearly it is constantly changing - that’s the beauty 
of a living tradition. Styles, choreography, music, embellishment, etc... is all very different today and 
that is how we keep it a viable folk activity. But I do have opinions about the direction of change 
and there are some aspects evident in this dance from 50 years ago that I feel we should try very 
hard to preserve as they are the core of what contra is to me.
New England Folk Dancing
To get this old fim visit https://www.createspace.com/205719 I made this little movie many years 
ago when I was first...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZubTju7g_s&t=14
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Perpetual Beginner – Gee, am I a 30-year beginner?

Ralph Sturgen – If you are asking, probably not.

Walker Sloan 
Tony Parkes, I must take exception to your invective about the Concord dances. First of all, truth in 
advertizing: I help organize the Thursday Night Dance. I work hard at that, and the dance means a 
lot to me. And I feel you’re being inaccurate and less than fair in your denigrations.
Let’s get specific about your comments:



-- “WHAT Concord dance community? There hasn’t been one in years, if there ever was.”
If you watch the crowd, particularly at the end of the dance, you see dozens of people hugging one 
another. Dan and I frequently have to shoo groups of people out well after the dance because they 
are so busy socializing. After break, before the hambo, the caller sometimes has to tell people to 
clear the floor, because the floor is full of conversing groups. The kitchen is jammed with more con-
versing people. “What” community? Indeed.
-- “I’m not saying everyone who dances at the Scout House is rude, but the dances are too big to 
be cohesive.”
Partial truth: The dances are big. Thursday is perhaps the biggest weekly dance north of Glen Echo. 
(Greenfield is up there. Would love to hear of others.) Why? Because of lack of community and 
pervasive rudeness? Probably not. How do you measure cohesiveness? Reread the paragraph on 
community.
-- “a newbie is made to feel welcome depends heavily on how intro/extroverted s/he is”
More accurate would be that introverted people almost always have a tough time integrating into a 
group new to them. We have all been through that filter. One needs to be comfortable being clue-
less in public. This results in a pretty high level of sociability in the community. But if a newbie insists 
on sitting out after being partnered for three dances, they’re not going to make it. I have seen this. 
-- “As soon as each number ends, the fireplace set immediately fills its space top to bottom. Good 
luck crashing it.”
Just plain wrong. Personal experience: I frequently get a partner, and ask her which line she’d pre-
fer. That takes time. But most of the time there is still room if she elects the fireplace set.
-- “And as a caller, I’ve begged foursomes from the other sets to move to the right-hand set (by 
default the lowest-energy one), usually in vain.”
Truth. And perhaps a source of your invective. But I have actually seen other callers move hands 4 
from both lines over to the window line.
-- “If there’s an official effort at any of the Concord dances to build community, I’m not aware of it.”
See community above. It seems you’re bemoaning the fact that Concord is too big, that it does 
not have the feel of a 1970s small town dance. On the other hand, a lot of people show up and go 
home happy, however much the dance fails to conform to your ideals.

Robert Coren 
Cammy: Can we agree that contra is not Just One Thing? The “advanced/experienced/challenging” 
dances are a very small part of what we do. I just cannot get my head around the idea that their 
existence somehow threatens the idea of inclusiveness that otherwise pervades the larger contra 
community.

Perry Shafran 
What I can’t wrap my head around is how we promote contra dancing to the general community 
and how that relates to exclusive contra dances. We say things like it’s easy, if you can walk you can 
dance with us, it is ok to make mistakes, and you will be guided by the community, and we want 
you to dance with us. And then they learn that there are dances where none of that is true - these 
dances are hard and your presence there will ruin our good time. Ok so that may not be your intent, 
but this may be what they hear. Those three people who were ejected from the challenging dance 
will likely never come back to any dance. They probably felt unwelcome in the community. I know 
it’s only one dance out of 17, but still, if that one dance belies all that we as dance promoters and 
teachers tell new dancers about contra, that may have an unintended effect.

Ron T Blechner 
The most welcoming thing a dance community can do for new dancers is ask them to dance and be 
available to be asked to dance.



Ken Panton 
Perry Shafran, I apologize in advance for the sentiment of frustration underlying the forthcoming 
non-contra-like thought, but how many times to do plan to recite the same words? 
Contra dance is not different from any other activity involving skill development. In a group with a 
constant influx some percentage of unskilled people there will be a maximum level of skill achieved. 
If the group wishes to increase the skill beyond that, something needs to change.
Think of it like a hot springs (AAHHH! Needed on these cold days in the east). If you have a large 
hot springs (a large community of cool, hip dancers) that is infiltrated by a very small glacial stream 
(a very few new dancers) then the overall temperature can remain pretty darned hot. 
However, if that hot springs is overwhelmed constantly by a great deal of cold water, well, the tem-
perature is going to fall. No way around it.
What you are saying (repeatedly) is that that’s just the way is is and we should embrace luke warm 
water if that is what the nature provides us and not seek to raise the temperature, even momentari-
ly, by sneaking off from time to time to enjoy a hot soak!
Well, I say that is bunk. 
So there! 

G Campbell Kaynor 
Ken, I have definitely NOT said that. I think the notion that you have to advertise exclusive events to 
advance to a new level is just not true. We obviously disagree about the manner in which we ad-
vance but not that there is skill involved and that it can be developed. 
In answer to Robert, certainly contra is not “just one thing!” (A short visit to city dances and small-
town country dances make that quite obvious). That doesn’t negate the fact that I feel there are 
certain elements that define the genre. We can disagree about which those are, the definition and 
the elements change as contra evolves, and we won’t always agree about which changes are im-
provements and which are harmful. (You would never believe how much flack I got 40 years ago for 
introducing gypsies, left shoulder dos-si-dos, gents chains, turn singles and a host of other figures 
and allowing embellishments to creep into the contra repertoire, by people who felt I was harming 
it! Many of these are now standard and I felt they were good and still do). 
Somehow, you and many others in this thread fail to see what my concern is. I am not opposed to 
“the existence” of challenging contras nor that that “threatens the idea of inclusiveness that oth-
erwise pervades the larger contra community.” I have tried to make it clear that I enjoy as much as 
anyone, those moments when everyone is in sync - musicians, callers, dancers - and we are unen-
cumbered with the extra attention that is required for newcomers to keep up. Mostly the dancing 
public knows this and can distinguish between inclusive and exclusive events. 
If the non-dancing public did not approach the topic of contra with a preconceived notion that “you 
need to take lessons”, “you need to have a partner,” “you need to know what you are doing” etc. 
then I think advertising events for those with experience would be a harmless and exciting addition 
to the contra scene. In my experience talking to thousands of non-dancers in the effort to increase 
attendance, they generally do have this preconceived notion and it is very difficult to debunk it no 
matter what I say. Publicity about exclusive events or anecdotal comments from other newcomers 
who were turned off for one reason or another are often the cause of their reluctance to abandon 
the notion and undermines my efforts. Therefore, I would not attend a dance with the billing posted 
at the top of this conversation, but would seek that kind of experience in other ways (I’ve suggested 
many earlier in the discussion) that don’t undermine all those who are trying to promote contra to 
the non-dancers.

Shep Berryhill 
Perry, ‘what if’, ‘they might’, ‘probably’, just seems paranoid to me. There isn’t an activity I can think 
of that doesn’t have differences in participation between beginner and advanced levels. You can not 



legislate everyone else to accommodate the insecurities of the few. I see no problem with both ‘it’s 
easy, everyone is welcome’ for most dances and ‘there are occasional advanced dances for experi-
enced dancers’. They’re both true, and that’s true in any other activity as well. If an introverted per-
son doesn’t come back, it’s not because the dance was advanced, it’s because that person doesn’t 
easily integrate socially, and would have a hard time at a beginner, dance, too. Of course, if you 
disapprove of advanced dances, you can boycott them, but there’s no way you’re going to force 
everyone else to abandon having them because you’re afraid someone might get anxious/

Will Loving 
Perry, it’s possible that a very small number of beginner dancers might leave a challenging dance 
and never come back after being either 1) turned away at the door (not at my dance or most others) 
or 2) ignoring the warnings and then getting in over th...See More

Ken Panton 
Sorry, did I miss something. Are G Campbell Kaynor and Perry Shafran one and the same?

G Campbell Kaynor – oops - sorry

Ken Panton 
G Campbell Kaynor: NERF cannons at twenty paces. Great Bear Groove. I’ll be the short fat guy. 

Leonard J Koenick 
At last estimated count there are about 530!! posts on this world shattering thread, nearly all of 
which can be summarized as: I like and want challenging contras and no, I don’t.

Beth Molaro 
I think that rather than telling potential participants what the dance needs them to BE. It is far bet-
ter to tell them what to EXPECT from the dance experience and allow them to self-select. 
As a caller who calls for these sorts of dances, it is important for me to remember the spirit of the 
dance and cater to that spirit. To do that, I begin an “advanced dance” with 2 or 3 no-walk through 
dances. In fact, in an evening of 12 or so dances, I usually only walk through maybe 3 or 4 dances 
completely, 2 or 3 are done with minimal walk-throughs only to show a bit that needs explaining, 
then the rest are no-walkthroughs.... by calling the first few without a walk through, those who are 
not really ready for it, figure this out quickly... the organizer can return their money and invite them 
to come to a dance with a lesson. 
When I organized the “advanceDANCE” years ago, my PR stated: 
“This Dance Is Not Recommended For New Dancers.
Expect Little or NO Teaching.
Expect Lots of No-Walkthroughs.
Expect the Energy of a Dance Weekend in ONE Night!
Expect A Great Wooden Floor and A Magical Atmosphere!”

Thais Faller Gloor 
1) I agree with what I believe Will was saying: it is more important to the survival of the community 
that we focus on how we behave concerning our “regular” dances than worrying about the ex-
istance of or effect of “challenging” dances. If advanced dancers don’t come to the other dances 
and/or don’t initiate with beginners, we will sink the ship.
2) In my experience in other social settings, having advanced dances that are not advertised is more 
exclusive than being openly and proactively transparent about their existence.



Perry Shafran 
I am not against challenging dances. I am for self selecting, and I think that we should all be aware 
that an occasional newbie or new-ish dancer might show up and try it, and we should dance with 
them with the same grace and joy that we would if they were at a beginner -level dance. That is 
what community dancing is all about. I am actually running a challenging dance with Swallowtail 
later this year, which I hope to be challenging, but we certainly won’t be turning anyone away at the 
door. Also I am not G Campbell Kaynor but I agree strongly with those sentiments.

Walker Sloan 
“This is the thread that does not end,
It just goes on and on, my friend.”

Tony Parkes 
Walker Sloan: I appreciate that it’s hard work to organize a series, and I don’t mean to suggest that 
the Thursday dance stinks. But I’ve heard from dozens of people, of all experience levels, who felt 
socially shut out there. (If they were all super-introverts, I don’t think they would be so vocal.) Some 
of the Thursday regulars know and like me, and *I’ve* felt shut out on the whole.
Certainly there are communities within the Thursday crowd. Maybe, like a megachurch, Thursday is 
too big for everyone to be part of one community and may have to be content with subgroups. But 
I suggest the organizers keep an eye on the overall social dynamics.
This is veering off topic, though it’s germane to the theme of inclusion / exclusion. If you want to 
talk more about Thursday or the Boston scene in general, we can take it offline.

Will Loving 
Walker, it may be the “thread that never ends” but it’s been a very very good one I think and unlike 
many has not gotten derailed by boorish and reactive comments. 
https://youtu.be/xz6OGVCdov8
The Song that Never Ends
LOLOLOLOL
YOUTUBE.COM

Perry Shafran 
Agreed with Will. Though I guess we all just keep saying the same thing - including me. I would 
think the reason we keep talking about it is because we all love contra dancing and our dance com-
munities. I think that is something we can all agree on. Peace to everyone and good dancing!

Tony Parkes – I do think that on the whole, more light than heat has been generated here.

Andrew Tannenbaum 
I agree that there is some value in this thread. I also find this thread, and most controversial threads 
in this group, quite painful to read. This is due to differences of perspective between people who 
see real problems and people who see no such problems. Why do people see the same situation in 
such different ways? Either because some people don’t understand what they see, or because they 
are invested in seeing things a certain way.

Tony Parkes 
Andy, I agree with all of what you say. I would add that there’s an ever-present danger of thinking 
that *I* understand and *they* don’t.



Perry Shafran 
Amen to that! All points of view are really all valid points - even ones I don’t agree with. It is just 
difference of opinion.

G Campbell Kaynor 
Andrew, I think one answer to why people see the same thing in different ways is that many in this 
group have different experiences that inform their opinion about this topic. For instance, I have dis-
tinct recollections from my childhood of both the wonderment of the club-style square dancing (that 
swept the country and became very popular), and also the damage this popularity did to the open 
to all community dances. It was introduced innocently enough by dancers and callers who found the 
challenge of the dances and the opportunity to dance with like-minded people a terrific enticement 
(sound familiar?) but had far-reaching and long-lasting consequences on the sister public dances. 
So this experience has put me “on guard” in terms of portraying dancer stratification in an open 
and public way rather than encompassing and addressing this market it in a less “strident” (?) way. 
Those who have not lived through this or studied this regional decline and the laborious recovery, or 
those who feel this is so different it isn’t some sort of slippery slope are unlikely to see the potential 
for harm in an innocent occasional experienced-dancers-only event.

Shep Berryhill 
Cam, club squares is formally regimented, right? (I don’t do it myself, what I know is second hand.) 
How do you feel about Beth’s approach of ‘this is what to expect in an advanced dance’ and self se-
lection, with anyone welcome who wants to try it’? People self select to go to dance weekends, etc.

Andy Klopp
....lots of opinions here.....It is sorta like our volleyball in the old days......community activity that 
some folks like to take to the next level......nothing wrong with that....DON’T TAKE IT PERSONAL-
LY.........just have more dances that cross over, and mix....THAT, still remains very important ,....for 
cross generation activities.......and that is very much part of what contra dance is about......but ath-
letes who are experienced dancers, want to challenge themselves and go for it......why judge that 
as right or wrong? We can all be accommodated with as many dances as there are offered......and 
those that want to push themselves should be allowed to do so.....without a bad vibe....but people 
have to be responsible for their abilities, and attend accordingly......so, that’s MY opinion!...ha!

Frederick Park 
Ain’t the internet great! Here we are, folks writing from near and far, about something that we all 
care about – the life of the “dance”! Yes, the stated intent of the original post has been addressed 
(no will ever be “done” with such a conversation strictly because the dance will always change) and 
we’ve slipped into diatribes and read of reconciliation. We’ve shared personal and historical facts. 
The readership is likely far wider than those who have chosen to respond/react to something al-
ready written here. 
We are a community. Like it or not, we are one. I remember hearing from a psychologist in the 
1980’s a very telling story. She had just returned from a national conference of mediators, psychol-
ogists and psychiatrists. In one of their open sessions about the growing need for social services 
capable of reacting to their identified growing number of clients someone stood up and recom-
mended that each counselor should discern if there was a community dance or a “country dance” 
(which is what we called our dance community in those days) existed near or within the town where 
they were located. It was stated, among that group of professionals, that “WE” (the traditional 
dance communities of the United States) were the MOST welcoming group of non-aligned, non-ho-
mophobic, non-generational, non-partisan individuals capable of admitting “clients” freely. Hum? 
What about that? 



(I wish to use this expression “traditional dance” for what is now our contra dance – it’s historically 
accurate and includes many herein who also share a love of square dance, English dance, etc.).
We who know what the living history of traditional dance in America was/is like over the span of 
more than thirty years remember a lot and not just the “old days” but we’ve lived through the tran-
sitions. We’re a resource. We’re vessels of information. We are nonetheless just as human as those 
who are our dancing, singing, musical grand children. Such attempts and objectivity are difficult. We 
should accept some facts about the changes in the whole culture affecting us all as well as the inevi-
table changes in dance community. 
Thirty years ago there existed a small fraction of the number of dances, community organizers, call-
ers, musicians and venues open to traditional dance. We have need of this dialog. We have need of 
learning about détente, about compassion, and about the larger, intense (and growing) call for ex-
quisite aesthetics. In such an engaged dialog as we now find ourselves, you can read clearly (in a lot 
of the above texts) that we need as well to learn to communicate outside of the paradigms present-
ed by the popular culture which resonates in us all, whether we like it or not! This requires that we 
all agree to the notion that we are better than those who would attempt to marginalize us by way of 
dictating how we decide to listen and to react to one another. Intentionally I’m suggesting that the 
culture, especially the internet culture of FaceBook, permits a brief read and room for any sort of 
“knee jerk” reaction we feel like posting in response. What is the greater good? Is it not recognition 
that all politics is indeed local? We can effect the change we want right here, as we write. 
All things in moderation, including moderation!
This series of thought shared will not stop here, though the thread is a week old. It started long, 
long ago. It will continue long after we’ve gone (if the planet allow human life to continue).
I’d be so very open to being an on-going part of this discussion, here or elsewhere. The larger 
thoughts about community and dance, and this is my last comment for now, is that it fits in among 
the hierarchy of prerequisites for life itself. There is an order all will agree upon.
1. Air (no air, no life after just a few min.)
2. Sustenance (food and water)
3. Shelter from the Storm (without cover from Nature, she will devour us!)
4. Possession of an aesthetic (possession of an understanding of “beauty”, on any level)
Beyond these all other consequences are “up for grabs”! I put music, dance, theater, literature, etc. 
(The Arts) right in here at the 4th Level! 
You?

March 15th, 2015

G Campbell Kaynor 
Shep - I have seen posts on this thread from organizers and callers of challenging contras and with-
out exception, I feel their approach and the measures they take to avoid anything that might be 
called unfriendly to newcomers are stellar! I love some of the language and tactics used. For this 
reason and the awareness everyone (dancers, organizers, and callers) has expressed of the hazards 
of turning off even a few individual novices at advanced dances as well as the regular contras, I am 
not terribly concerned about the occasional mishaps with newish dancers who are there because 
they already know enough about contra to believe they can go and do it without lessons. So yes 
- given you want to take the risk, I think these dances are being administered admirably and I con-
gratulate the community for doing so. 
The risk is for those people who assume you “need lessons” to join into contradances (or some 
such version of “but I don’t know how”). Maybe your particular community doesn’t need them, but 
maybe some day you will. If you look at Fred’s note above, he says “Thirty years ago there exist-
ed a small fraction of the number of dances, community organizers, callers, musicians and venues 



open to traditional dance.” This is true and yet (where I come from in Western MA) 80-90 years ago 
every little community had regular or occasional dances and these died out, and there are reasons 
why. The revival was neither fast nor easy and had the good fortune of a bicentennial that brought 
awareness and opportunities to spread traditional dance. If we do not want to repeat that cycle, we 
need to be careful we don’t recreate the scenario that led to its demise in past. 
Lastly, I disagree with Fred, that Facebook or the internet is where the future is taking shape. We 
in this discussion thread are the tiniest fraction of the dancing world that will shape the future, by 
the dances they frequent and the developments they accept and perpetuate for the next genera-
tion. I can say all I want about how I don’t wish to attend and support (with my presence), exclusive 
events (as Andrew Coate asked at the top of this thread). Dances for experienced dancers seem to 
be popular and able to remain viable for more than a decade so they are a fact - not a question. We 
each must do what we feel is best for our own enjoyment and for the common good and let natural 
selection do the rest.

Marty Albini 
Voting with my feet is a little too passive for me. I want to be an active participant in the survival and 
evolution of traditional dancing.
One way we can recognize an accomplished dancer is that s/he can help guide an inexperienced 
dancer thru a difficult dance and not have his/her evening ruined by it. That (I hope) is the sort of 
person who would be attracted to a night of challenging dances.
If that night falls below some critical mass then the lines fall apart and nobody has fun, but inexperi-
enced dancers aren’t a different species or anything, they’re just not as far along the learning curve. 
And none of us got where we are on that curve alone.
So yeah, advertize the dance as advanced/challenging/whatever-term-works-in-your-community 
and if someone shows up who may be in over his/her head that just becomes part of the challenge. 
And that dancer will learn the lessons of tolerance and patience along with how to give weight and 
dance a mad robin.

Perry Shafran 
Cammy - it might be worthwhile to discuss what led to the demise of those dances in the past. 
Knowing that would help us not repeat those actions.

Thais Faller Gloor – Perry/Cammy - that sounds like a good topic for a new thread

The End? 
Hardly, though I’ve enjoyed the read and so pleased to share this in a PDF format.

Please pass it on, the conversation is never ending, as is the case for dance in the whole world!

Celo, North Carolina



Lisa Greenleaf
March 10th, 2015

And here’s the addendum I wrote to the challenging contra series guidelines:
An important reminder to experienced dancers :
We DO rely on dancers to self-select because we have an expectation of a certain skill level. How-
ever, the underlying ethic behind contra dancing is inclusiveness, so please be polite to the dancers 
around you. 
Points to remember:
• Experienced dancers don’t bring friends who aren’t up to the expected skill level (it is not only a 
disservice to them, but it is also unfair to your fellow dancers).
• Experienced dancers execute flourishes safely and on time without disturbing others. Note that 
the Concord Scout House has a “no aerials” policy, so please keep those feet on the floor. 
• The best experienced dancers can assist their partner and neighbor to the next move without 
being pushy or officious.
• What you can do if you come across dancers who are having difficulty with the expected level: Use 
gestures to point them in the correct direction or dance around them. Trying to talk to them while 
the caller is teaching is not helpful.
• It’s not necessarily how long you and others have been contra dancing, but how well you and they 
can adapt to the “advanced level” criteria of this series.
Please remember: Verbal rudeness is not acceptable at any dance!

G Campbell Kaynor, Max Newman, Perry Shafran and 67 others like this.

Steven Gold – Bravo, Lisa - well said!

Ron T Blechner – These are all excellent points.

Perry Shafran 
“Experienced dancers don’t bring friends who aren’t up to the expected skill level.” Quite often 
though, they do bring them and throw them right into the fire, and it is up to the community to get 
them going with good grace and humor. All other points are very well said and completely agree. 
But I think that due to the expectation that a challenging dance is one where they can enjoy a 
high-quality dance experience and not have to deal with those pesky newbies should understand 
that they might encounter one or two during an evening of dance and let’s try not to treat them like 
they are in the way.

Linda Nelson 
Yep. Echoes what we say for advanced ECD as well. For reasons I don’t understand, both contra and 
ECD (and perhaps other dance forms as well) are experiencing a rash of rudeness. Gotta nip that in 
the bud!

Patricia Hawkins 
Tom Roby told dancers at the last Harvard ECD dance -- about half experts, half beginners on that 
night -- that when experts help a confused dancer, no one should ever touch you except as required 



by the dance. I like this advice a lot -- IME, the best gestures for helping a confused dancer ARE the 
movements of the dance, just made very big and legible and clearly directed at the confused danc-
er. And people who feel compelled to push, pull, and grab are going outside the dance to do that.

Elizabeth Todd – Here here!


